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INTRODUCTION

So much has been written about'livestock cycle theory that it
seems bold to try again bringing some new light on the subiect. This was

however the first intention of my dissertation. Two points appeared to me

as deserving more attention. First no economic model of livestock supply

has ever included a demographical part expressed by a dynamic complete

model in the line of human popu'lations. Since I had studied the properties

of such a model Ijntented to analyse hog supp'ly in these terms' by p'lug-

ging in control variables related to supply behavior of hog producers.

This turned out to be unfeasible for lack of detailed data on inventories

of hogs on farm in France, which were necessary to set up the model in a

demographjc framework. The only data available over a long enough period

of time, concern slaughtered hogs. I had therefore to give up this approach,

which would have led also to some partjcular estimation problems.

The second point I wanted to study in a systematic manner, was

the implications of the relationship between inventories and slaughtered

hogs at each point i.n time, arelationship which comes up natura'l'ly when the

demographic approach is used. Contrarily to my first impression I found out

that this was not really a new idea. Some authors and particularly Fox ttil
and Reutlinger [39], have already analysed some aspects of this problem

in the context of a formalized mode'|.

Given this sjtuation, the contribution I hopedto make on a more

general and moderately theoretical nature was very s'lim, and an alternatjve

focus of my thesis was to ana'lyse the pecularities of the hog cycle in France

and to put the stress on the estimation of the underlying relationshiPs, â

work which had never been done in an econometric framevrork before in this
country.
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The fina'l output of my research is half-way between these

two objectives. In the first chapter I discuss the two well known theories

of livestock cycles namely the cobweb and the harmonic motion model, a'long

with the published formulation of the inventory-supp'ly interaction. In

chapter two, I attempt to clarify the relationships between the various

types of supply specifications used in hog models, in particular between

recursive and simultaneous specifications and between models exp'laining

first inventories on farms and those : explaining directly 1 iveweight mar-

keted by'lagged price. This analysis throws some new light, I believe, on

the economic interpretatjon of the parameters estimated and essentia'l1y

the supply elasticity. The next step is to formulate explicitely the

consequences of the inventory-supply interaction on the dynamics of the

cobweb and the stability conditions. The third aspect of this addition to

the cobweb theory is the analysis of its implications on estimation pro-

cedures, and an analytical discussion of the biases which may arise in

both supply and demand when recursiveness is unproper'ly assumed.

Chapter three gives an account of the empirical results of

estimation on the basis of French hog industry. A'lthough a complete market

model was estimated, including demand, margîns, piglet market, and imports,

emphasis has been put on the supply and the other equations have not re-

ceived so much attention. Some particular features of the French hog jndus-

try and economic behavior are discussed in the light of these empirical

resu I ts .

Chapter four deals with an attempt to analyse the welfare as-

pects of cyc'lica1 fluctuations. The approach is based on surpluses and

follows the line of welfare analyses of random fluctuatjons of agricultu-

ral prices. An empirical i'llustration is presented on the basis of the

estimated model of chapter three. It allows to give an order of magnitude

of the efficiency loss due to the fluctuations along with the resulting

djstribution effects both in the short run and in the long run. This last

chapter is one of the possib'le app'lications of the estimated model which

makes use of the theoretical discussion of specification problems. Since

the welfare analysis is carried in the cobweb framework, and since the
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concept of surplus used must be consistent with micro-economic foundations,

it is necessary to discuss the nature of the supp'ly we are dealing with

before using it for we'lfare analysis.

)r

x)Ê

I
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Chap. 1 - A SH0RT REVITW 0F LIVESTOCK CYCLTS THEORY

Basically two chemes have been proposed to explajn livestock
cycles : the cobweb and the harmonic motion. The cobweb theorem has re-
ceived considerable attention from agricultura'l economists, both from

a theoretical and an emp'irical point of view. Following Lorie [31],
Larson [ZA] fras recently argued that "The cobweb mode'l seems to be so

intrjgu'ing, and so persuasive, that it is uncritically accepted on meager

grounds". Then he goes on "there is a basical'ly different model, wich i have

termed harmonic motion that provides a more likely explanation of the hog

cycle and many other agricultural production cyc1es".

In a review article on both theories Mc Clements t34 criticises
Larson's assertion that the superiority of this model is based on two main

issues : the periodicity of the c.vcle and the reversibility of the supply

functions. I shall review the discussion of these problems and follow with

the estimation procedure difficulties. But first Iet us present brief'ly the

two model s.

Cobweb vs. harrnonic motion

In his classical article on the cobweb theorem, Ezekiel fg,
p. 272_l states three conditions for the theory to be relevant to a commodity

(i) where production is completely determined by the producers'response to
price, under conditions of pure competition (where producer bases plans

for future production on the assumption present prices wi'11 continue, and

that his own production plans will not affect the market) ; (2) where pro-

duction cannotbeûranged,once plans are made ; and (3) where the price is
set by the supp'ly avai I abl e .

These features may be expressed in the following simple model
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COBhIEB MODEL

(1.1) demand pt

( 1.2) supply a;

=6+b

=C+dP

,b<0at

t-t^l

(1.3) equilibrium qi = Qt

where rrr is the time duration of the production process. As is well known,

this model yields a cycle with period 2 w, and which is convergent or di-
vergent according to the relative slopes of the supply and the demand.

Ezekiel was aware of the limitations of such a model to explain agricultu-
ral cycles. He discussed brief'ly the possibility of a non zero short-run

elasticity of supply and mentionned lag of farmers' response to prices which

could increase w in the above specification.

Harmonic motion differs from the cobweb in the behavioral as-

sumption with regard to producers : "Reference to a supply curve might well

be supp'lanted by a decision rube vrhich is higly conservative, in the sense

of involving little explicit pnediction of future events. Producers do not

in fact decide to produce a given level of output in response to an expected

price, but rather decide to change the current rate of production jn res-

ponse to current prices, or current'level of profits" [29'p. 169].

HARMONIC MOTION

P =ô-bt

,d>0

at( 1 .4) demand

( 1.5) producers'behavior dBt=c(p*-P)
dr

Qi* * = * Br(1.6) production 'lag
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(1.7) c'learing

where Ba is the breeding stock and F is the equilibrium price. This model

generates a cycles of production and prices of 4 w.

1 - Periodici

'The chief difficulty in accepting tle cobweb as the explanation

of the Hog cyc'le has been that the hog cyc'le is usual'ly about four years

long (s1ight1y less in some countries), whereas, in view of the i2 months

production period for market lveight hogs, the cycle should according to

the cobweb theorern be two years'long" Qg, p. l7?-1. It is a fact that
known hog cycles have a period of more than two years, although one year

is the average production 1ag (1). fne period is about 4 years in the

United States, but it varies from 36 to 40 months in most European countries

ans is 52 months in the Netherlands [ZO, p.144]. This evidence g'ives support

to l.arson's assertion that his model is consistent with the facts, and he

considers that the arguments advanced to reconcile the cobweb with observed

periodicity are not very convincing ; they are based mostly on a 1ag bet-

ween prices and oroduction response flS, p. 34.

l'lcClernents suggested mistakenly that Nerlove's partial adiustment

hypothesis is one way to a1ter the period. "Depending on the speed of adjust-
ment this model can imply cycles of more than twice the production 1ag" f32,
p. 145]. It is clear however in Nerlove's artic'le [SO,p.n[, that neither
adaptive expectations nor partial adjustment hypothesis alters the periodi-

c'ity s'ince the difference equation of prices andquantities is still of order

one. 0n1y the stabi'lity domain is en'larged due to the fact that the producers'

short run reaction is less than the long run supp'ly elasticity would imp1y.

(1) Technical progress has reduced the production lag, and it is now approa-
ching 10 months.

a;= al
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llle cannot therefore do away with the assumption of a response

1ag'longer than the nroduction 1ag if the cobweb is to be the framework

used to exnlain the hog cycle.

Is there however a great difference between the economics invol-
ved in this hypothesis and the one underlying the mathematical formulatjon

of Larson ? There should be an intuitive explanation, based on economic

analysis or technology, of the fact that the phase angle between price

and production is trvice the production 1ag. Larson does not give such an

explanation, hesays on1y, "First there is a shift of 90 degrees (i.e. one

fourth of the period) cause by price being equa'l to the rate of change of
planned output, and then there is a further shift of 90 degrees caused by

the fixed production 1ag" Pg,p. 379]. The solution of the differentjal
equation derived from model (1.4) to (1.7) given by Larson [tS,p.fZe] is
(assuming bcm = 1),

(1.8)

(1.e)

p1 = coS (+ * .p)

e1 = coS (+ * .q)

(ii) p1 = coS *

"Where,'if eO and eO differ by n radians, the solutions are

consistent and the system is in resonance".

But equations (1.8) and (1.9) solved explicitely with respect
to time, have built in an implicite relationship between g1 and pt_Zw.

Taking .p = 0 and e., = 'rT r as naquired by Larson for resonnance we get (1)

nt(i) Q1 = cos ( m *n)

(1) There is a lot of od.dness in the assumptions on the coefficients which
lead to this equality between lagged prices quantiÈies deviations.
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From (i'i) pt_z* = cos # tt - 2w)

Pr-zu,=cosf*-tl

compared to (i)'it implies (1) 'Qt = pt-zu,.This relationships comes from

the reduced form of (1.4) and (1.5), but the lag connot orig'inate in the

demand where adjustment is instantaneous. It must therefore be built in the

"supp'ly" equation, which supposes, quite similarly to what cobvreb users

do, that there is a lag between price changes and response tothem. l{oreover

the constraint making resDonse lag equal to the production 1ag is quite

strong. The main objection to Larson's model is that the underlying econo-

mic theory is unclear. His model may well represent reality, but it does

not explain why the periodicity is 4 times production 1ag. The superiority
of harrnonic motion over the cobweb is open to question, at least on the

periodicity point of view, to which Larson gives great tleight.

2 - Reversibil it.y and the nature of the supply function

Ezekiel's exposition of the cobweb theorem has been criticized'
ma'in1y on the basis of the reversibility of the supp'ly curve involved [1'
6]. It is clear that the domain of application of the cobweb is in the

explanat'ion of short run fluctuatjons. However the revers'ibility implied

in the treatment of the theory is a long-run characteristic.

From this observation, Ackerman suggests that producers'behavior

js better expressed by sh'ifts of the short run normal supp'ly curves. "Bet-

ween the sharply rising market supply curve and the very s'low1y rising long

term supply curve, there exists, accordinglY, for some time fol'low'ing

cultivation year a moderately rising short term normal supp'ly curve" L1'

p.15a]. This would lead to a cobweb converging more easily than assumed

in the traditionnal'interpretation.
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This point js certainly valid, for it is always a delicate

task to inter-pret supply elasticity estimates in the light of static

supply theory and consequently for po]icy purposes. The partial adiust-

ment argument and Johnson'sfixed asset theoryp{ gPaiong withthis I ine of

interpretation. But this is more a prob'lem in supply theory than in cobweb

theory. And what it changes in the latter is mainly the stabjlity condi-

tions.

In any case, while the supply curve has an economic basjs re-

lated to the equilibrjum of the firm and of the industry, it is not so

for Larson's equation (1.5). The economic interpretation of the coeffi-

cient c in (1.5) for example is not cJear. Furthermore'an estimation

procedure has not been developed for the structural equations of the

model (1.4) to (1.7). Empirical verifications put forth by Larson [Ze]'

French and Bressler (1) or others partman,16] are based only on the pe-

riodicity argument usjng spectral analysis or similar techniques- This is

a rather roundabout method of empirical verification.

In the specification of equation (1.5) there is an interest'ing

point made by Larson, especially for the livestock cycles he actually had

jn mind. It js the assumption that breeding decisions are made contjnuous'ly

over time. But there exists a constraint on decisions at any po'int in time

which is not taken into account. Altering the breeding stock 81 cannot be

achieved without'influenc'ing the sales of females for slaughter at time t
because the stock of animals in the whole herd at t is fixed by past dec'i-

sjons. Therefore sales Q at t do not depend only on the breeding stock

at t - w like in equation (1.6) but also on the change in B at the same

time t. If this has ljttle relevance to crops for which seeds count for

a very small fraction of the output, it is a genuine part of livestock

product.ion and its consequences should therefore be explored. tr'Je shall

do this within the cobweb theory where it is simpler as far as interpre-

tatjon and estimation are concerned.. We wilI see that if this biologica]

(1) Considered by Larson "most dramatic verification of the model". The

lemon cycle' JFE, nov. 1962.
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constraint is accounted for, modification of the supp'ly equation is requi-

red with an interpretation of supply parameters going along with it. A ne-

gatively sloping short run supp'ly response follows, which changes the

dynamics of the cobweb and the stabjlity condjtions. A practical conse-

quence of this point of view is that the model loses its recursiveness

and simultaneous equations are then required throughout.

3 - The relationships between breeding stock and supply

Supply theory deals with the relation between output prices

and quantjties (1) produced. However some students of hog supply use far-
rowings as dependent variable [tS] while others use quantities marketed

measured through slaughter ll, 26). As data on farrow'ings and invento-

rjes are not available in many countries jncluding France, we may raise the

question of the relationships between the two specifjcations.To be more

spec'ific,one may wonder if the supply elasticity derived from the two

specificatjons has the same meaning. This can be done by trying to find

out the analytical correspondence between the supply specified as a lagged

prices marketed quantities relationshjpontheonehand, and supply specified

as a lagged prices - inventories (or farrowings) relationship, on the

other hand.

The second point to explore is the rationale and the consequences

of the relationships between changes in supplies and in the breeding stock-

Conceptual'ly thjs i s not a new idea. Ezekiel has al ready mentionned possi b1e

short run adiustment of the supply, and Breimyer [S, p. Z] gave an explic'it
justificatjon of the necessity to study breeding stock and supply changes

jointly : "When prices of cattle are high, producers hold back stock for

(1) And more generally, of course, with factor prices and even prices of
output substitutes.
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breeding. The supply of cattle for slaughter: is reduced and prices are

puÉhed still higher. Inventory of cattle build up. As progeny of jncreased

numbers of breeding stock reach slaughter age annual slaughter starts
upward. Eventuelly it increases a lot, and it reduces prices to a point

that djscourages further expansion of production and, later, results jn

1 iquidation of inventorjes".

A new step was made by Reutl inger [Ag] who gave the first for-
mulation of the ideas expressed by Breimyer. He introduced the notion of

demand for cow inventories which is mostly influenced by output prices,

and showed that prices lagged one year have a negative effect on cow

slaughter. But he did not carry the argument far enough to formulate the

implications on stability, specificatjons bias and estimation. This may

be the reason why Hayenga and Hacklander ]1, p. 54{ were unable to use

this ljne of analysis to explain their hog supply findings wh'ich exhibited

a negative short-run price elasticity : "This rather stong negative sup-

p1y response is quite intrigu'ing, since it differs from the response by

cattle feeders". Even more intriguing is the positive short run response

for cattle, in the light of later results.

Tryfos l+4 is the first to have translated Reutlinger's model

into the simultaneous equations framework in a systematic manner (1). He

found evidence supporting the jnfluence of inventory variations on the

suppljes of beef, vea1, mutton and pork. The model may be summarized as

fol I ow.

A biological dynam'ic relationship,

( 1.10) A, = an + at lt_t

(1) Dean and Heady [el and Fox [tt] had found a small instantaneous price
effect on the supply. But they did not separate the two components of
short-run suppty ; change in numbers, and change in average weight. More-
ver, they found opposite signs for the current price effect. It is also
quite surprising that neither Reutlinger nor Tryfos refer to Hildreth and
Jarret's book where a formulation of the inventory supply interaction is
explicitely given and in a form very close to equation (1.13) betow [-19,
p. 2t.



where :

(1.11)

with:

(1.12)

-L?-

A, is the quantity of livestock avai'lable at t
It-t is the inventory at the beginning of the period

Desired I ivestock inventorY'

0
+b b2

1

P, current price of meat, bt >

C, current price of feed, bt <

Pt*bri ct

Parti a'l adiustment hYPothesi s '

0

0

Ir - Ir-1 = . (IT - It-r) ,0<c<1

Tota'l supply equation,

(1.13) St=At-d (Ir- It-l)

where d is expected to be c'lose to one.

. ',Thus the mode'l calls for the simultaneous estimation of the

following system of equations :"

(1.14) It =. bo + c bt Pt + c b, Ct * (1 - c) It-t

(1.15) Sr = u0 + (at + d) -dI
1 t

Empirical results confirmed the expected signs of the functions

i.e. positive effect of price on current inventory and negative effect of

curyent inventories on current supply. Tryfos'model is quite similar to

I t
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Reutlinger,s specification ; the simultaneity in Tryfosrcase comes from

making desired inventory depend on current price instead of price la9-

ged by one period as in Reutl'inger's model .

l^lhile the idea of inventory changes has been clearly expressed

and correctly estimated in tlrepreviousmode'ls, the interpretation of the

functions involved, the meaning of parameters with reference to the supply

part of the cobweb, the consequences of the specification effor made in

usfnga recursive mode1, and the imp'lications onthedynamicsofthe cobweb

have not been clearly stated. This is what I would like to show and il-
lustrate on the basis of the hog industrSr in France'

x

x)Ë
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chap. 2 - INVENToRY-SUPPLY INTERACTI0N AND ITS CoNSEQUENCES 0N THE

SUPPLY FUNCTION

In this chapter I will develop a model of hog supply along the

line of Reutlinger and Tr3rfos, but I will set it in the cobweb framework'

so that the interpretation of the various specifications used becomes

easier. I will also show that this model, where supply depends on current

prjce and price lagged by w units of time (w = production lag), takes a

sinrple autoregressive form when partial adiustment or adapt'ive expectations

are assumed. The long run supp'ly elasticity may then be derived in a s'irnple

way as in other llerlove's type models. This specification is part'icu1ar1y

useful when little aggregation is made over time e'g' when quarterly data

are used.

The current price affects both numbers and we'ights of anjmal s

slaughtered at each point in time. The relation between specification jn

numbers and live weight js also discussed'

Then, I analyse jn a formalized way the consequences of the

current pr.ice effect on the dynamics of the cobweb and the estimation pro-

bl ems.

i - A suppl .y function based on j nventor.y- sales interaction

Both Reut'linger and Tryfos sfrecified a model with a high level

of aggregation over time by using annual data. I use a model where the

production 1ag is defined more accurately. At one point in time, we may
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define the state of the herd by a vector Xa.whose components are the num-

bers of individuals jn each properly defined age and physiolog'ical classes.

Then there is a dynamic relationshio between the state vectors at succes-

sive points in tjme, name'lY,

(2.r)

Where the matrix M, 'includes both demographic parameters (ferti-
lity, survival rates ) and control variables corresponding to farmers

deci sions.

Now if we can't use this detailed framework because of incom-

plete data, we may still consider the dynamical relationship between some

components of the state vector. Consider the age group of individual s

which may be either bred or sold for slaughter at time t, its number de-

pends on the number of females bred w unjts of time before. Then ure may

write (1),

(2.2) Ht =mBt-w

xt = Mt xt-i

Where, H is total number of individuals (herd) ready to be bred or slau-

ghtered at t. This corresponds to the 'lavailable supply" of

Reutl ï nger

is the number of females bred at time t-w. It corresponds ap-

prox'imate'ly to the jnventory demand of Reutlinger (Breeding

stock).
is a technical coefficient characteristic of the species, for

hogs it lies between 5 and 10 (saved pig'lets per litter).

t

B t-w

1) I do not use Reutlinger-Tryfos notations since, partly due to the smal-
ler time unit, the definition of variables relates to narrower groups
of animals in the specification I use.

m
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But at each unit of time we do have a technical identity cons-

traint relating cument supply and current breeding stock (inventory demand).

(2.3)

where, St is the marketed supplyn i.e. the sales or the slaughtered ani-

mals (1).

This constraint has been stated by Reutlinger with Bt - Bt-t
instead of the level of B, but forgotten about by several authors subse-

quent'l v G). Tryfos relaxed this constraint in (1.14) , which seems iusti-
fied only by the high leve'l of aggregation over time (annua'l data) and

over types of animals.

Equations (2.3) and (2.2) show that available supply'in pre-

determined at time t, by previous decisions made on Bt_*. However marketed

supply is not fixed, since decisions made at t on BX will also affect mar-

keted supply. Let us assume for the moment immediate adiustment to current
price, and formulate farmers'decisions.

cr,O + aP,

where P, is basically output price, but may be generalised as a vector of

output price, factor prices, substitutesprices. Equations (2.4) means that

when producers think that their operation becomes more profitable they are

ready to increase their ouptut, and for doing so they increase their pro-

duction capacity Br. (2.4) may then be thought of as a factor demand equa-

(1) When there are various types of animals sold for meat in a species like
beef, a vector identity would sinplify Reutlinger's formulation.

(2) In particular, it is susprising that Larson, whose model has some simu-
larities to Reutlinger's one, and should include naturally the constraint
(2.3), did not discuss this question in his 1967 article.

+Ht= Bt st

Bt=(2.4)
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tion where output price plays the maior role (1).

Combining (2.4) and (2.2) we get what should be considered in

my opinion as the true supply equation in livestock models.

(2.5) Ht mcr' + moP,-"

This is the relationship between the avai'lab1e supply at t and

the lagged price which has actually induced this livel of supp'ly, or more

rigorously this level of production. As the concept of supply elast'ic'ity

refers to the relative variation of output induced by price variation,

whether this output is sold or stocked by the fjrms, the relevant parameter

to evaluate supply elasticity should be m o. Becuase of the linear form the

supply elasticity should be estimated at mean values by :

(2.6) Po = ITl0 :-
H

This is the procedure used by Harlow [tS, R. 39], whose model

explained the farrowings by lagged price. Available supply is iust m tjmes

the farrowings and both models yie'ld the same e1asticity as far as spec'i-

f ication is concerned (practica'l prob'lems may lead to d'ifferences). However,

several workers used marketed supply St as the dependent variable, because

it js the only available data [Kettunen, 26 ]. Combining (2.3), (2.4)

and (2.5) we get the marketed supply equation :

Sr=Hr-Bt

St = *o0 * *oPt_* - c*g - oPt

(1) Since Bt may be both sold and invested, output price influencing factor
demand is actually expected price tl, oppottunity cost is actually Pa

which should affect Ba negatively. Sorting out the two effects is a

rather frustrating task as shown by Myers et al. in a slightly different
context, dealing with average weight Ea, 35].
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St = o0 (m-1) + moPr-* - *Pt, which we may write,

St = a0 * tlPt_" * n'Pt, t1 t 0, n0 . 0

Then one can see that while it is correct to assume recursive-
ness in Harlow's speci'Fication (2.5), jt is no longer thecasewhen the

explained variable is the number of hogs marketed. This has obviously
estimation consequences which will be taken up later on But suppose also

that (2.8) were correctly estimated with respect to n1, i.e. that plim ô1 =

m o One would calculate the supply elastic'ity by,

(2.e) P
= mCÈ=

S
o1

Internal consistency of the model implies H > 5, and therefore
the supply elasticity is overvalued by ol t o. This is actually what some

of the results of Kettunen show when he used successivel.v available supply

and marketed supply as the dependent variable 126, p. 481. The price elas-
ticity of marketed supply was 0,25, while the result with the "quantity of
pork produced" as dependent variable was 0,20. The difference (1) is not

big, but Kettunen quotes results of an author who found 0,40 for marketed

supply elasticity. There may be other pecu'larities which also contribute
to explain the difference. I do not know of any American study which would

allow to verify th'is comparison between o, and o. The above evidence does

not appear as a dramatic verification of the analysis. However, we can see

on a priori basis that the approx'imation of oby o, is not really far away.

The relationsh'ips on mean values may help to evaluate the discrepancy.

H=B+S

F=mE

B=S/m-1

m

m-T S

(1) The difference seems even smaller in view of the use of a recursive mo-
del, which implies further overestimation, as will be seem later.

H
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which implies the relation between o, and o

g.1

6

Hm
S m-1

Therefore if m is close to 5 for hogs, the error is 25 %,

which is non inconsistent with Kettunen resutts (1).

0f course if data on inventories are available, which is a

great estimation advantage as will be seem later' one can explain the

marketed sypply by current price and lagged breeding stock, as done by

some authors. Combining (2.2) , (2.3) and (2.4) gives

(2.10) St = m Bt-u, - cr' - cr, P,

In Tryfos'notations, assuming fu11 adjustment (c = 1, and

d = 1), the single equation on marketed supply is written as

(2.11) St = â0 * (at + 1) It-t - b0 - blPt - bzCt

These equat'ions (2.10) and (2.1L) make cl ear why current price

effect should be negative when marketed supply is explained by lagged inven-

tories and current price. Fai'ling to take the inventory-supp'ly interaction

has led some workers to find their results surprising as already noted

lZO, p. 50 ; L7 ;27; 35 ].Now, how to derive the supply elasticity
from (2.10) and (2.1I) ? One could get the rirarketed-supply elasticity ot

defined bV (2.9) by estimating (2.10). (2.10) has the disadvantage of adding

a non linearity to get the product mo. But as will be seen'later (2.8) leads

to estimation djfficulties due to the corre'lation between Pr-* and Pa.

Apparent'ly Tryfos did not see the a priori relationship bet-

ween the coefficient of lagged inventory a1 and the cument price ef-

(1) rf one defines o0 = -of,,.r, approxima.t;t't.ot 
î:.t".;":n:t 

elasticitv

is given by ot + oO since m o,i -ob = 5 tm - 1) = mcr6 = o
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fect b,(1). I think this has led him to give improper definitions to the
I

elasticities derived from the two simultaneous equations (1.i5) and (1.16)

which becomes when d = c = 1r

(1. 15' ) b1 bzct

(1.16') St = a0 + (at + 1) It-t - 11

He called inventory e'lasticity the parameter derived from

(1.15'), while this is the true supply elasticity, in the usual definition
of supply. (1.15') is the equivalent of (2.4) which would give the elas-

ticity expressed as,

For, if we assume again F = mE from (2.2), then (2.6) becomes :

ir=bo+ Pt*

6
ott = 0!

B

Po = lll 0;
H

PP=ma*=0i=O"
mBB

0n the other hand he cal'led supply elasticity the negative

short run effect derived from both the equations, presumably the expres-

sion db, ! . But, althrough it affects current supply, this parameter is

in fact ràt.t.a to inventory demand and shou'ld be interpreted as such and

certainly not as something like short run supply.

What I consider to be a misleading interpretation of the para-

meters of the estimated equations on a supply point of view, may be seen

again in the Reutlinger - Tryfos'models. Although they both introduced a

partia'l adjustment hypothesis in their mode'l they did not try to derive

long run elasticity of supply from their results, which they rea1ly were

(1) Probably because of the way he speclfied in 0,1,4') the marketed supply
as the difference between available supply A, and change in inventories

instead of the level of breeding stock as in our specification'
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in a position to do. But, assjmi'lating current price effect to short run

supply response prevented them to think of the inventory ecluations (2.4),

(2.5) or (1.15) as true supp'ly functions, with both short and long run

aspects when the introduction of partial adjustment or adaptive expecta-

tions give them an autoregressive form.

2 - Partial adj ustment and adaPt ive expectations

Since decisions are basically made on breeding stock it is

natural to define the "slow adjustment" at this'level. The behavioral

equation (2.4) becomes now,

(2.12) oo +

partial adiustment hypothesis means,

(2.13) Bt - Bt_1 = I (tT - tr-r) , o.< 1r< 1

adaptive expectations imp1y,

OPTBi

(?.r4) (Pi - PT_r) = o (Pt - PT_l) ,0<û-<1

As urell known when either one of the two assumptions is intro-
duced alone (e.g. ç + L, û = 1) the estimab'le equation takes the same form.

If both are introduced, then one cannot identifycp and rp. Assuming Û = 1'

we get the equation expressed in observable variab'les,

(2.15) Br =1o0 + (1 - f) Br-1 + ?oPr

Again, in Tryfos'case the coefficient of Pt (in 1.15 as in

15) is what js usually ca'lled short run e'lasticity when multiplied by

E . The long run elastjcity is obtained by dividing byct. The equation

.15) may easily be expressed in terms of available supply or production,

2.
p/

(2
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H, = mBr-* gives

(2.16) Ha = mtgo' + m (1 - ?) Bt_*_l + mgaPr_*

This 'is an unpractical equation to estimate, but the marketed

supply equation is much nicer to both estimate and interpret. By using

(2.15) and (2.t6)

St BtHr

St = goo (m - 1) + (1 - q) (tBt-,u-l - Bt-t) + mfoPg-y - loPt

Using the relation between Hr_, and Bt-*_l we get the simp'le autoregressive

marketed supply equation,

(2.t7) S, = 1o6 (m - 1) + (1 - .f) St-l * mgaPr-" - ,foPt

This equation includes both partial adiustment and inventory-

supp'ly'interaction in a form close to the cobweb. In this equation mga will
serve to calculate short run supp'ly elasticity, mo'long run supply e]asti-
city, qo the inventory demand effect. But it should be noted that using 5

instead of H means, as said before, that this procedure overstates supply

elasticities and yields the marketed supply elasticities (SR and LR).

Equation (2.17) takes an interesting form, since, although it
involves price lagged by w units of time, the introduction of a partial ad-

justment assumption is made by using the dependent variable lagged by just

one unit of time. This would not be abvious if one specifies supply behav'ior

directly on a marketed supply equation of the form Sf = f (Pt-*) jn the

recursive case. It is then tempting to specify partial adiustment with the

production 1ag w as a unit of thime as,

sr (si - st_*)St-w =9'
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which would lead to an estirnable equation

St = f' (St_w, .WPt

where the coefficienf of Sa-, would be interpreted as one minus the

adjustment coefficient q'. At one time I made such an attempt, without

any success. Kettunen had also done the same V6, p. 51], but the coef-

fjcient was very snall (0,08) and not significant. The simple form given

to the marketed supply equation with slow adiustment by the breed'ing

stock-supply jnteraction seems to add a nice coherence to the averall

supply behavior implied by the model. The results turn out to be accepta-

ble for the lagged nrarketed supply, ôS we shall see later on.

3 - Supplv in numbers, supplv in weiqhts

All the previous models have been specified in numbers. But

the relevant variable on market equilibrium is the IiVeweight marketed.

Current prices have a positive effect on average carcass we'ights, as well

known, ê.g. Harlow [15, p. 40]. More recently, Myers, Havliceck and Hen-

derson [34 , 35 ] have provided us with a more sophisticated model of

short run (1) supply behavior. Basically, they consider the problem of

theprofitabilityofdelaying the sales of fattened animals when prices are

changing. They expect total 'live weight at time t to depend positively on

current price and negatively on the pnice expected for the next unit of

time, where the available animals at t will still be in the suitable

weight range for slaughter. The difficulty is that expected prices depend

heavily on current prices, as the authors were avare of, making impossible

to separate the two effects. It seems to me that they could have intro-
duced in their model one more function based on the relationship between

hogs'age and their average weight ; they could have then sorted out the

(1) Compared to the previous short run elasticity this
problem".

a "very short run
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two components of supply: numbers and weight per head. What they rea11y

tended to show is that when price go up, farmers anticipate further jn-

crease and delay the sales. This is the same as saying that average weight

increases with price, at least this seems to be the only way to verify
their hypothesis. Using total liveweight as they clid leads to a mislea-
ding interpretation of their results. The.v found a negative current price
effect jn a model very close to (2.10) with liveweight instead of numbers

as dependent variable, which may be stated with some simplifjcatjon as,

(2.1E) Q1 = 9H1 - oO - oP, , Qt = total liveweight

But one may also explain the negative sign by the inventory-
demand effect, which plays a negative role on the number component of the

tota'l I iveweight supply.

When it comes to explain the supply in weight on the market,

many authors specify a function like (2.18), where in some cases the num-

ber supolied S, takes the place of H* the available supply [44,8, 11 ].
In the context of Tryfos'model where he discussed the current price effect,
I considers thi s specification as I ittl e adequate to evaluate the overal I cur-
rent price effect. This is in fact an aggregation problem between the

behavioral equations on numbers on one hand and average weight on the

other, which both depend, although vrith opposite signs, on the current
orice. To make the presentation nicer, 1et us approximate (2.17) by the

corresponding equation linear on the logarithms,

(2.19) Loo S, =q s' + (1-q LoS Sa-r+qol Log Pt-w aÇofl Log P,

If we formulate similarly a constant elasticity model on ave-
rage weight, with al so partia'l adjustment,

(2.20) Log hl, = (s" + (1-Ç ) Log Wr-, +q'oô Log P,
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We have a simple formulation for the aggregate 'liveweight

marketed (assum'ihg \. = {' for simp'licity, with no real justificat'ion),

Log Qt = Log Sa t.lt

(2.21) Lo9 Qt ='9(s'+s") + (1-t) Lo9 Qt-l +got Log Pt-,u * 9(oo+o[) Los P,

The only parameters which deserves the name of (very) short run

elasticitV is oij in the average weight equation. This is the on'ly way

producers may affect supp'ly in the short run when numbers are fixed (by a

different production and decision process). The parameter oO (in 2.19)

refers to future production by the inventory demand, and therefore to an-

other kind of production process. This is why oô t 0 is consistent with the

usual sign of a supply elasticity, while oô.0 is not.

Equation (2.21,) is suitable to discuss the consequences on the

dynamics and the stabil ity of the cobweb, with the inventory-demand effect
and the (very) short run supply elasticity on weights tend to offset one

another.

4 - Dynamics and stabi'l'ity conditions

As already noted, the relevant variable on the supply side for
market equilibriunr and stabi'lity is total liveweight marketed, even though

for economic analysis other specifications may be more suitable.

As I want to illustrate the consequences of the inventory-supply

interaction on the dynamics of the cobweb, I drop the partial adiustment

which is known to have a stabilizing effect. Then, denoting by o0 the alge-

braic sum of oO and o[ we have the liveweight marketed supply equation, in
the constant elasticity case,

(2.22) qt = s + 01 pt-w * o0 pt , "marketed supply"
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where lower case'letters stand for the logarithms of corresponding variables.

Assumingr a constant e'lasticity on demand for simpl icity'

(2.23) dt= 0+00 Pt, demand

(2.24) , clearing equation

A few authors have already noted the destabilizing role of the

inventory-supply interaction l- S, :S, 441. Figure 2.1

gives an illustration of this effect on the shape of the cobweb, which takes

now a skewed face, since supp'ly at time t is no 'longer predeterm'ined, but

depends also on current prices. Figure 2.1 assumes that inventory-

demand effect on numbers (oô < 0) dominates (very) short run price elasti-

Figure 2.I - Cobweb with current price effect

P=LOgP

Marketed supp'ly

9t = 91(n1-,nln1)

Qt=dt

P

P

D

r)
B

Marketed supply
Qt = Q2 (n1ln1-")

a, (nr), Demand

A
t-w

t c

A1 92
q=LogQ
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city of average weights (oô t 0). Under these circumstances prices and quan-

titjes will trace the ABCD parallelogram (in the case of a statjonary skewed

cobweb). Without the negative current price effect the cycle would be more

stable i.e. converge by the path AB'C'D'. This approach seems to fit rather

well the sort of cumulative movement of prices observed in the peaks and

troughs of the hog cyc1e.

The stabilizing role of average weight is also clear from the

above equation ; and whether the two opposite effects of current price on

liveweight supplied cancel js an empirical question. Some nesults suggest

that the overall effect 'is negative ltl,11, 35] Putting together Harlow's

results on average weight (oô = 0.'05) and Tryfos'results on numbers (oO =.13)
tend do confirm this evidence. But their work do not cover the same sample,

and may not be comparable.

Dean and Heady [8, p. 856] estimated a supp'ly equation for hogs

wjth a current price effect,
Q=-0.11 +0.08P+1.07

where, Q is total liveweight of hogs slaughtered

Z is an "estimate of a based on predetermined variables.
The positive sign of the coefficient of P contradicts the above results (1),

but is consistent with the authors'expectations, since they assumed it reflec-
ted the short run supp'ly response on average wieghts. The standard deviations

of estimates are not g'iven jn this article and the exact nature of Z israther
ambiguous. These contradictory results illustrate in my opin'ion the possible

mi sinterpretation of various spec'if ications of the supp'ly function.

The dynamics of the cycle may be derived analytically along with

slightly different stabjlity conditions from the usual cobweb ones.

Using (2.22) and (2.23) and denoting by ni the deviation of p,

from equilibrium F, we get the difference equation :

o1
(2.25) pi Pi-"

o-oo

(1) Particularly Fox'results reproduced p. 29.
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0f course, the two parameters of the marketed supply equation

matter for the stability condition which requirre :

o1

(2.26) - 1 <--a Q

o-oo

, Since o, > 0, negativeness is obtained when 0 - o0 < 0 i.e.
0. o0 : the e'lasticity of demand shou'ld have a larger magnitude than the

current price elasticity (1),

The condition for stability is then :

(2.27) 01 . o0 - e

The elasticjty of supply may therefore be quite sma'ller in magnitude than

the demand elasticity and we would still have a continuing cycle.

The implication is that even with a relatively less elastic

supply than demand, continuation of the cycle remains possible. Further

complexities are certainly required however, to give a complete explana-

tion of the persistence of the cyc1e. Some noniinearities probably exist

along the lines mentioned by Waugh i46] ; they prevent the cycle from

exploding. In a sense,the current price effect considered here is the

kind equilibrium destabilizer whose existence was pointed out by Waugh.

(1) On flg.2.t, the slope of AB should be largerinabsolute value than the
slopeof the demand so that intersection occurs on the right of the equi-
librium point, so that oscillations are obtained.
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5 - Simultaneous or recursive cobweb ? Bjases resulting from unappropriate

estimation procedure

Quite a few workers have used simultaneous equat'ions methods

jn livestock and hog supply research. Some were'looking for an estimate

of "short run supply" elasticity which they expected to be positive

[8, 35 ]. Others justifying this approach by the inventory-supply

interactjon [ 44, 11 ]. Hildreth and Jarret were probably the first
to interpret comect'ly the negative sign they obtained on the current
price parameter. Fox ftt, p. 73] was interested in the possible bias on

demand elasticity resu'lting from the wrong assumption that supply is pre-

determined, i.e. assuming recursiveness instead of sjmu'ltaneity. His

results are of interest and are presented below since they illustrate
the analyt'ica1 discussion of the biases given in this section.

Fox compared the results obtained by ordinary least squares

(OLS) and by indirect least squares (ILS) on a iust identified model which

includes a supp'ly specifjed as in (2.18) and a demand with price and

i ncome.

Demand (2.28)OLS

"Supp'ly" (2.29)

Demand (2.30)

"Supp'ly" (2.31)

p = - 1.16 q + .90 y
(.07) (.06)

q = .84 h
( .06)

p--1.14q+.89y
q = - .06 P + .77 h

ILS

where, y and h are respective'ly, income and "an estimate of production

basedon predetermined variables". Numbers in parentheses are standard de-

viations of estimates. Variables are expressed in logarithms.

The current price effect on supp'ly is actually negative, but

it is not significantly d'ifferent from zero, as seen on the reduced form

equation (not quoted here). The differences on the estimates derived from

the two methods are quite small as pointed out by Fox. Assuming recursivity
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does not appear as a damaging simpljfication on the basis of this evidence.

It is intersting however to analyse in a systematic manner what

is the djrection and the magnitude of the bias incurred by using unproperly

a recusive model. I shall do this in the context of a simple cobweb-like

model with lagged price as explanatory variable in the marketed supply

equation. It, is in such a specification that supp'ly elasticity is more

likely to be biased (1). ns said before, when farrowings are usecl as depen-

dent variable as in Harlow IS], supply e1asticity is correctly estimated

by assuming recursiveness. 0n the other hand, when marketed supply is
explained by inventories (or production)'like in (2.18) and (2.31), the

coefficient of inventories is not used in most cases to estimate supply

elasticity. In such models supply e'lasticity should be drawn from the
'inventory or production equat'ion (2.5 ) as already said. The following
discussion is not relevant to such models. If however, one derives supply

elasticity by tracing out the lagged price effect through available supply

h, as in 133] jn the following way,

(2.32) àq =âq ah

âFt-* âh àpt-*

Then the bias would stil'l exist, since the first derivation
above would be biased as we shall see below, and as i'llustrated by Fox'

results (i.e. .84 instead of .77).

Let us newrite our simp'le model of price and quantities simulta-
neous determination. We specify the relations as linear on the'logarithms.

(1) This is the case for Kettunen's model written as Qa = f (Pt_5). He found

a negative current price effect, but rejected it "since it only reflects
the dependency of current price on the quantity supplied PA, n. 50].
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(2.33) ,t = r' * 01 Pt-* + oi n1 marketed supply'in heads

(2.35) dt = 00 .. O pt demand

(2.36) st + wt = dt = Qt cl earing

This model is particularly suitable to identify the parameters

we have termed, marketed supp'ly elasticity o1, (very) short run supply

elasticity oô, and true supply elasticity o = o, + oi. 0f course there is

aneedofatleastoneshifterinthedemandequationforthesupplytobe
identified. Average weight equations tike (2.3a) have not received the

favor of workers. They usually'lead to poor fit (ex' Harlow fiS' p'4q'
R2 = .32), and as this variable acts in a mu'ltiplicative way on the live-

weight marketed supply, it may be wiser to aggregate (2.33) and (2.34) for

prediction purposes for examp'le. By doing so, we get a simp'le simultaneous

cobweb with liveweight marketed as the dependent variable on the supply

side.

(2.37) qt = s * 01 Pt-w + o0 Pt + et supply

(2.34) wr

(2.38) P1

(1) hr

stt +o[p1 average weight (1)

ô + ô gt + ut demand
0

Since we are interested mostlY in of and ô, we want to

know what is the bias and inconsistency of OLS estimates from the classi-

cal cobweb G) be]ow

(2.39) Qt = s * o1 Pt-" + .l.t suPPlY

(2.40) pt = ô0 + 6 qt * ult demand

t = Log w, should not be confused with w without subscript which is

the Production lag.

(2) Recursiveness requires also cov (tta, tlt) = 0 which may have been ac-

cept.edwithoutmuchjustificati.onespeciallyint'hecontextofabloc
recursive r"à"f l*wÉo=, p . IIzf , since the decision process on weights

is not independarit of the decis-j-on on numbers (e.g. sows slaughtered) '
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where ô is the price flexibi'lity assimilated for simp'licity to the jnverse

of price elasticity of demand.OLS estimate of of from (2.39) gives,

xpi-w qi
(2.4r) ôr

2xpi .W

where the variables with prime denote the deviations from the mean values.

Now, sjnce the observed time series are assumed generated by model (2.37)

(2.38) we solve these equations for pi, qi.

(2.42) qi - r (or pi-" * oo ,i + ei)

(2.43) pi = l, (oo1 pi-y, + ui + oei)

with ), = !/1t'OoO). These equations naturally show that unless supply is

perfectly inelastic to cuffent price (oo = 0) or demand perfectly elastic
(ô = 0)(together with cov (ea, ur) = 0) neither of these varjables js ttn-

correlated with ernor terms in OLS estimatjon. Replac'ing qi in (2.41)

yields,

t, = *h {orrnil* + xpi-w'i * oo xpi-w ui}

Using the probability limit operator, with the assumption that

e, and ut are independent of F1-* (i.e. no seria1 correlation of the errors),
we get :

(2.44) p 1im ô, = 
^o

o1

1=1-ôoo

Unless o0 = 0 or ô = 0 the estimate of o1 wi'l'l be inconsistent.

l"loreover g'iven the assumed signs o0 . 0, ô < 0, the marketed supply elasticity
will be overestimated even when sample size goes to infinity.
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(2.45) p lim âi t ot

Now, jf the dependent variable is marketed supply in heads

we can be sure that the overestimation exists since oô.0 on the basis

of the breeding stock-supply relationship (1). Then if one accepts the

approx'imation of the "true supply elasticity" by the algebraic sum

o = o1 + oô, then not only the supply elasticity is overstated by using

marketed supply instead of available supply (product'ion) bttt it is fur-
thermore overestimated by using a recursive model :

(2.46) p 1im o.1 > o'1 > o

Is this inconsistency really imporrtant ? As Fox's results sug-

gest, it is not really big. If we assume o0 = - 0.05 ô = - 1.2 then

1/(i - ôo6) ' 1.06 and the overestimation is about 6 %, which may not be

negl igi bl e G) .

The bias on the supply side is illustrated on fig. 2.2. bJhen

the cobweb is supposed recursive, we fit a biased supp'ly Q (nr-*) by as-

sum'ing that the points (p1-*, Q1) and (p1, Q1*") belong to the supp'ly

curve, while only A and B are the relevant points. When variables are

expressed in logarithms, elasticities are the slopes in the (q, p) p1ane.

The less elastic true supply curve h (pt_w) is represented on fig. 2.2 by

the steeper straight 1ine.

(1)

(2)

This statement follows more easily from the omitted variable approach
to the bias taken below. 

O.
If we add the two sources of error on $te get p lim * = + -+ = I.L6o m-t 1-ôoo

with m = 10, such an inconsistency cannot be neglected.
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Figure 2.2 - Specification bias from assuming mistaken'ly a recursive cobweb

p
True supply
ht = h (n1-*)

l4arketed supp'ly
9t = I (n1-*in1)

Biased supply 9t = I (nX-*)
Pt-w

Qt = Q (nrln,-*)

pt

Demanddt=d(n1)

Qt-w Q1 q

1^1hile the bias on the supply results from the exclusion of a

variable namely p1, there is also a bias on the demand which comes from

assumjng away simultaneity. The recursive model (2.40) gives the OLS esti-
mate of the price f 'l exi bi 1 itY ô.

(2.47) ^ EP'* Q' *
^uUÔ =.+

rqi,

Epi qi = À2{ô012 Epilw + ôxei2 + ooxui2 + 2ôo1 Epi-w"i + o1(1+ôo6) xpi-w ui

+ (1+ôo6) ruiei]

Assum'ing agair EXr ua serially uncorrelated and therefore uncorrelated with

pt-w in the linlit, we get (denotins 
fr 

lnil* bv n)'
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p 1im * tp'qi = r2 (Oofn*Ào2+ oO6û * (1+ôoO) ou,

where : o = var (et)2

e

ol = var (ut)

ou 
Ê = cov (ut, et)

By a similar way we derive the denominator of (2.47),

p 1im * xqi' = r' (ol n + ofiof, + o! + oôorr)

and the probab'i 'l i ty 1 imi t of ô,

^ 1:- 
^ 

_ ooi n + ôo! + ogofr + (1+ôo0) oue
prilil (J-

ol n + oi + o$o'zu * oôou,

If we assume that random shifters in the supp'l;r (e1) and in
the demana 1u1) are independent, which may not be a too bad simplification,
since factôrs of a different nature affect the two sides of the market,

we may write,

1+ 1

6l-, (o2 +'c )9o'ôu
(2.48) p'lim ô = ô

1+oiz"(o3*ooofr)

Equation (2.48) shows that except for specia'l cases

(o; = 0, o0=0), the demand flexibility will be overestimated in magni-

tude, and therefore the absolute value of price elasticity of demand under

estimated by OLS.

(2.4e) p 1im loi ' lôl
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This result is consistent with Fox'results who found respecti-

vely - 1.16 for ô Uy OLS and - 1.14 by ILS. Again the difference is quite

small especially when oO is small (1) relative'ly to o", and ofi relative'ly

While the nature of the bias on the demand side is a simulta-

neous bias, it is not strictly so on the supply side. llle may still have

a bias on the supp'ly elasticity estimated on times series highly disag-

gregated over time, for example with weekly or monthly data. In such a

case the model could still be recursive since most of the inventory-sales

interaction would work on weeks or months preceding t. But failing to
introduce this interaction into the model would still entail a specifica-

tion bias resulting from the exc'lusion of variables, name'ly Pt-t, Pt-Z' ...
which should be included in the equation. As an example, Reutlinger used

prices'lagged by one unit of time to verify the inventory-supply interaction'

although he was dealing with annual data.

This discussion looks rather trivial, I shall present it with

some detail however, since it throws some'light on further difficulties
encountered in estimating the suoply equation including both price at t
and t-w.

Let us suppose first that the production lag is perfectly known

so that we are sure that it is Pr-* which must be included into the model

ant not Pt_*,, with w' close to w. (t^le can guess right now that th'is pro-

blem will be at the heart of the estimation difficulties).

I shall use the following notations to simplify the presenta-

tion. Let,

(1) Again since 01 = - moj, we have an upper bound for

.20 with m = 10, oJ = 0.05.

q
ol

U i.e.lllm2oàl =
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Yt =st

X1t=Ê

xzt=P

orP , where wO is small relativelY to wt t-"0

t-w

X3t = Pt_*, , where w' is close to w

Pa is an instrumentfor Pa, uncome'lated with ut.

If we suppose that w is known without error, this means that

the true model (in deviation form) is'

(2.50) Y1 = B1x1t + B2xzt + ut

Then if we leave out x1, which represents the inventory supply

interaction we estimate 92 from the model '

(2.51) yt = B2x2t + v,

As well known ô2 w'i]l be biased if Xl and X2 are correlated,

which is necessari'ly the case in any rather regular cycle'

1

E (ôz) =-f,1 (otxt + 32x2\
2

E*2

r (êz)= Bz * \ îzt ^ xXz*l
,\2L= ,4

A priori information includes 82 t 0, Bl < 0, ÎZl < 0 by the

cyc'lica1 pattern of prices. Then EBZ,82, the supply elasticity is over

estimated as a'lready shown in the simultaneous context.

Now, one may raise the question as done by Kettunen (1), could

(1) See footnote p. 30
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.it happen that lOrl is overestimated by (2.50) as a result of the negat'ive

emp'ir'ica1 correlation between current price and marketed supp'ly, i 'e' by

the socalled demand effect. This is the same as saying, including mista-

1en1y X, cou'ld give a significant parameter due to spurious correlation.

Estimating (2.50) while the true model is (2.51) gives an estimate of ôr,

(2.52) ôr
zxI zxty - Lxrx, rxZY

zxl tx'z, - 1rx1x2) 
2

of course, ô1 is unbiased since f(ôf), is identically zero,

(2.53) r(Êr) = I u, (rx! rxrx z - lxLxz rx!) = o

However, it is not unlikely that for some samples we get a

point estimate Ê, aifferent from zero, especial'ly if there'is a strong

empirical correlation between Y and X1, relative1 y (2) to the correlatjon

between Y and Xr. Therefore Kettunen's argument, i.e. the demand effect,

used to explain the negative current price effect, may be used also to

explain why we tend to find a short run effect over estimated in absolute

value, as we shall see in the next chapter.

The s'ituation is even Worse on a priori basis, if we are not

quite sure what is exactly the relevant 1ag w. But this is always the case,

since the appropriate'lag on price which reflects causal effect is usually

different from the product'ion 1ag because of a possible reaction lag added

to the former. Besides, decisions at time tcan be madeon females at diffe-
rent stages with corresponding different lags as to the effect on supp'ly.

It seems appropriate tothinkof Pr_* as a constrained lag function which

should include also Pr_", for example and may be some others lagged prices.

Aga'in because of collinearity it is almost hopeless to try drawing from

(1) since X1 = Pt, X2 = Pt-" we expect ll*r*rl'8"',
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the data both the lagged structure free from any constraint and estimates

of the parameters.

,'we may be asking too much of our data. hle want them to test

our theories, provide us with estimates of important parameters, and

djsclose to us the exact form of the interrelationships between the various

vari abl es" llri I i ches, 14 , P. 18] .

This can be illustrated in the present case. Suppose Pr-*'

(represented by X3) should appear in the true model as well as Pr. Then

the true model i s,

(2.54) y = Blx1 * 3Z*Z + 83x3 + ut

while we estimate (2.50) i.e. the model including only xt and

xZ. Then we get again a biased estimate of Êi given by (2.52). Substjtu-

ting y from (2.54) in (2.5?), taking expection,

(2.55) r (ôr) = Ê1 + 83 ûrs

where ûtS i s the I east square estimate of ût3 from x, = û'3*1 + '4trtxr. A

priori information about the pattern of the cycle in price gives the follo-
wing signs, 81 .0, 83 t g, tt3 < 0. Therefore 81 wi]1 be overestimated in

magn'itude, when the structure of lagged prices is specified unproperly.

This simple analysis of possible biases, presented on a a priori

basis, has been done in fact after a lot of estimation work. Although it is
mainly meant to explain my results, I have included it in th'is chapter to

make it more self contained.

I have emphasized the possible error made by forgetting about

the breeding stock-supp'ly interaction. My results and the above discussion

suggest that on a practical point of view, particularly because of colli-
nearity problems and the writer's ljmitations, there is a possibility that
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putting without cautjon current price into the model may lead to even

greater evjls. This is actually what some of my results show'

.x

XN
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Chap. 3 - AN EC0NOMETRIC MODEL 0F THE HOG SUBSECTOR IN FRANCT

Before giving an account of the economic relationships esti-
mated on the French pork subsector, I will describe brief'ly the main

features of the hog industry in this country. Then I will discuss the

available data and the limitations theyimpose on the specification of
the model as we1l as on the results gotten. Last,I will present the re-
sults with their implications on the economic behavior of the various
groups of agents involved in the market equilibrium. Although in its
present form, the model does not include all the policy variables it
coul d ! some possi bl e uses for pol icy purposes wi I 'l al so be ana'lysed.

Chapter four will be devoted entirely to one of the policy aspects, name'ly

the welfare analysis of hog prices fluctuations.

l. - General setting of the French hog industry

11 - Production

Hog production ranks fourth in gross value at farm leve'|, among

single products in the French agriculture.0n a total gross agricultural
output of 109 billions francs (bF) in L974, mi'lk accounted for 18 bF, beef

for 13,6 bF, wheat for 9à2 bF and hogs for 7.6 bF. Over years, hog produc-

tion share amounts to about B % of total outputand 13 to 14 % of al1 animal

products. It is the second most important meat after beef as in most coun-

tries (table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 - Importance of hog production in'the gross farm output

t97r t972 1973 1974
Unit : bi'll ions Francs (bF)

Mitk

Beef

Hogs

Animal Products

Total farm output

13 ,8
9'3
5r8

43'.7

77 ,0

16.3

1.0,4

6.5

49.7

87 ,4

t7 ,0
llrz
8.3

55,5

L04.2

19.3

13,6

716

59.7

109.0

Source I.N.S.E.E. Comptes de l'Agriculture 1974 (C39)

Detailed information about hog enterprises was not avai'lable

before 1966. The corunon agricultural Policy (CAP) includes hog production

since L967. One of its effects was to standardize statistical data by a

survey on december 1st of each year. Structura'l changes in this industry

may therefore be described starting from 1966. Tables 3.2,3.3 and 3.4

sunrnarize the evolution of numbers of operations and number of hogs,

along with specialization in feeder pigs, slauthter hogs, and mixed enter-
prises. In 1971 about 600 000 farms raised hogs, which is more than a third
of all French farm operations. But if one leaves out the farms with less

than 5 slaughter hogs, mainly concerned with self consumption, on'ly 275 000

units remain which work for conmercial production.

Average size of hog raising units is still quite small in 1971,

6.2 sows for feeder pig producers (FPP) and 6.5 hogs for slaughter hog

producers (SHP). For commercial SHP the average number of slaughter hogs

on farm (over 50 kilograms) is about thirty. With respect to the size cri-
terion French production structures lag behind most those of EtC members.

From 1966 to L972 concentration has increased quite dr:asticly however. More

than a 100 heads facilities went from 2,300 to 9,800' picking up a large

share of the whole production (25 % in L96B to 51 % in L972). Structura'l

changes have occured also among FPP. 0ver 20 sows - trnits were 2,500
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Table g.Z - Size distribution and concentration of feeder pigs units
(L966-1972) (sow herd)

ËîZe class (nb of sows)

nb of op-"rat'ions
% of tottl operat
cumulatel %

nb of sors (1 000)
% of tottl sows
cumul ateJ %

nb of operations (1 000)
% of totr'l operations
cumul ateJ %

nb of sows (1 000)
% of total sows
cumul atel %

nb of operations (i 000)
% of totrl operations
cumul atel %

nb of sows (1 000)
% of total sows
cumul ated %

nb of operations (1 000)
% of tota'l operations
cumul ated %

nb of sows (1 000)
% of toltl sows
cumulated %

1 000)
0ns

(

1

nb of operations
% of tota'l operat
cumul aled %

nb of sows (1 000)
% of total sows
cumulated %

nb of operations
% ot tota'l operat
cumul ated %

(

1

1 000)
ons

1 000)
0ns

(
'l

nb of sows (1 000)
% of total sows
cumul ated %

tO
(O

Lo
.O

coI
u
OE

q'l

I
(J
(l,
E

o
\
uo
!

t\
uo

!

C\Jr\
(J
(u
Ë

tota I>r 2010- 195-91-4

1 090.8

308 .114$
4"8

99 )2
185 ,8

17 ,0
92__rr

5?.

100

-,8
10
I

0
0
6 R

o

51 15
10 .(
94 .4

320.4
29 .4
75.1

239 ,3
tt t

7 7',J
498..0

45'.7

1 076"0

256.06

188 .9
1a E
-L ( t.)

99 .9

5
z

99

46 .5
1B

9i
299.2

ao 'o
4/ .O

64 .0

1.5 ,3
o

97
198 .0
L8 ,4
82.4

188,5
a2'

73
389 .9

,30. d
36-,2

85
21

99 .9
291.3

o2 2

100

I ?48 .9

250 .620 .9
ë rô

96 .5
?72.4
22.0
76,6

r72.9
69,0
69.0

378 .4

30.2

48 .3
10 ,

88 .2
306 "8O' E4a.a)

54.8

239,4

381 2,I

19 ..6
o.d

94.0
252.9

1Q ?

65 ,9

14._?
6'r0

100
469 .9
34:0

100 
-

154 .4
RZ Z

64,4
333. 1

24 .L
24.r

326.2
zô.o
47-,7

51,2
zJ..!
85 "9

14..5
boé

100-
52r.2
ôa ,o

100

1 347 .4

215-,019 .9
y.é

93'12
260..7

1Q I

61 .4

139 .5
64'.9
64.9

296'.3
22 .0
22.0

41 .1
19 .L
84.0

269 -2
20.0
42.0

18 .0
9.4

91 .9
?42 I

1.8 .B
s5.9

15 .4
8.1

100
57? .4

44.0
100

190 .6

1 295.2

121 .3

63. B
247 .4

10 1

19.1

oô.ô
35 .7
L8 .7
82.5

232.6
1B .0
37 .1

Source: S.C.E.E.S.
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Tabl e 3.3 Size distribution and concentration of s'laughter hogs units

ItSOO-tSlZl (slaughter hogs over 50 kg weight)

size cl ass
(nb of slaughter

hogs)
r-4 5- 19 20-49 50 -99 >100 tota I

|.o
(.cl

La
(6

nb of operation (1 000)
% of tolal oPerations
cumul ated '/o

nb of slaughter hogs (1 000)
% of total hogs
cumulated %

273.6
oa .4

577.r
20 .5

115 5
27 .9
94.1

998 .B
?F F

56

18 .B
/Eaù

98. 6
540 "3

79 .1
75 ^L

32
0.8

99.4
275.1

/.o
82.7

2.3
u.o

100
488 .6

J/.ô
100

413.4

? 820.9

@
9
(J
(u
-o

nb of operrtions (1 000)
% of total operat'ions
cumul ated 'A

nb of slautrhter hogs (i 000)
% of total hogs
cumul ated 'A

nb of operations (1 000)
% of total operations
cumul ated 'Z

nb of slaughter hogs (1 000)
% of total hogs
cumulated %

517 .0
80.6
80 .6

930.3
,tr t

95 .0
14 .B
95 .4

818.7

47 .B

18 .6
90

98 .3
539.4

1Z 7

62.5

6.4
a :91

oo'?
432.9

11 0tr.u
74t!

4.4
0.7

100
937 .?

40 -o
100-

641,4

3 658 .5

19 ,4
3.4

97'.8
57? .2

56.3

6.8
1t

99
464 ,9

10 ,!t.=
68 

^7

5.4
0.9

100
tr72

100

570.1

3 744

ql

:
(J
o

1J

454 17,a 7

803.2
a1 /1

83 
"B12.7

94 .4
732^7

10 q

41"0

O
":
I
(I)
-o

(1 000)
ions

nb of operations
% of total operat
cumulated %

nb of slaughter hogs
% of total hogs
cumul ated '/"

(1 000)

nb of operations
% of total operat
cumul ated %

nb of slaughter hogs
% of total hogs
cumul ated %

(1 ooo)

(1 000)
ions

4i1.6
78,7

765.4
20',0

79 .7

JÔ .2
94 .0

696.9
1ô.ô
38 .3

18 .8
ô.o

97 .6
548.4

14.4
52.8

5.4
1,0

98 .6
365 .6

OA

6?.4

7.r
1.3

100
1341 .9

ô/.o
100

522 .6

3 808

r-{

\
()
o
E

420.7
,o o

776,8
1Q O

74.r
1_4 "1
94 .0

631.8
1b.c,
34.7

16 ,7
ô .4

97 .2
501 ,3

1q ,It ta

97.1

7.r
1Z

98 "6
492 ,5

ao o
-lû.d

59'.2

7.4
1.4

100
165?.4

40.8
100

5?6

4 055

c!t
(J
(u
!

nb of operations (1 000)
% of total operations
cumul ated %

nb of slaughter hogs (1 000)
% of total hogs
cumul ated %

?oo 2

BÛ.5

7?0"8
16.7

67 .0
1? r

94
565 .0

13 ,1
29,8

12.9
zro

96 .6
387 .0

8,0
37.8

68
1.4

9ECI
483. 1

11 t

49 .0

9,8
qn

100
2153,5

E1 a

100

4 309 .5

Source: S.C.E.E.S
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Figure 3.1 - Concentration of hog farmingenterprises

1 - FPP (piglet producers, sows)
2 - SHP (slaughter, fattenned hogs > 50 kg)
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enterprises
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jn 1966 and 15,400 in 1972 taking a share of the sow-herd of respective'ly
B % and 44 %. Fig. 3.1 shows the importance'of the concentration for
both activities in 1966 and 1971. The concentration is h'igher for SHP than

for FPP, and the concentration in the SHP group (1) has been going faster.

Table 3.4 - Evolution of the share of production according to specialized
hog operation

(1) Slaughter hogs (over 50 k9 weight)

Source Statistique Agrico'le SCEES

An important point must be made about the share of total pro-
duction marketed by the three groups of specialization. Table 3.4 shows

that the SHP group produces 62 % of marketed slaughter hogs in 1972. This
share has not changed really from 1968 to L972, in spite of the favor of

(1) Concentration change is over estimated for SHP since the survey of 1966
was not made in december but in april when the hogs raized for self
consumption are already turned into cold cuts

1966
apri 1

1968
apri'l

1968
dec.

1969
dec.

i970
dec.

l97I
dec.

r97?
dec.

Feeder
Pigs
Producers

nb operations
(1 000)

% of sow herd

1s4

49,0

119

36"5

79

2B,7

B3

22

75

3L

70

32,1 30

Mixed
hog -
farms

nb operations
( 1 000)

% of sow herd

% s'laughter
hoss herd (1)

154,5

5L"0

43
212

175,6

63,5

43
212

176,5

7 7,3

37,5
L,B

167,2

67

37
L,7

164,L

6B

39
1.5

38,6
1.7

145,3

oô 70

3B

S1 aughter
hog s
Producers

nb operations
(1 000)

î3 sl aughter
hogs herd (1)

259

57

286

57

465

62,5

403

63

358

6L

3B1

oJr.l oé
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of extension advisers for the mixed type operation, which among other
advantages, would better escape the price fluctuations of feeder pigs

which are about twice as large as those of slaughter hogs. This situa-
tion creates some difficulty to choose the appropriate output price for
an aggregate supply mode1. For FPP the appropriate price is the one of
feederr pigs, for SHP it is s'laughter hog price, and for mixed type of
operetion the decision to market or to feed the piglets probably depends

on tlre ratio between expected SH price and cument FP price.

Other important changes have occured with size increase and

concentration, as well as under the influcence of agricultural po'licy
which I shall discuss briefly later on. Hog production used to be a side
product of milk when it was still transformed into butter on the farms.
Potatoes and other roots were the complementary source of feed, 1ittle
prote'in and barley was used jn the 1950's. By that time self consumption

of pork amounted to about a third of total production, and a half of na-

tionally inspected slaughter. Milk processing in large facilities, along
with farm labor shortage have broken down the old factor mix of hog pro-
duction. A lot of cap'ita1 has flowed into the subsector, particu'lar'ly in
the last decade when new facilities had to be created to increase labor
efficiency and to adopt the new feeding practices based on the protein-
cereal mixture and more recently, automatic feeding. There are no complete
data on invested capital into hog production, but on the basis of subsidjes
granted to new constructions one may evaluate the total capita'l invested
from 1966 to 1973, to an amount close to 8.5 billions Francs, which is
about the cash farm receipts for hogs in 1973. Another way to measure the
investment effort in this decade is to compare the new logding capacities
with actual herd growth. New constructions for sows are 50 % higher than
the actual increase of sow numbers. They are 60 % higher for slaughter
hogs. Considerab'le replacement of facilities has therefore occured along
with creation of new large hog operations.

Feeding practic'ês have changed a lot during the same period.
Increasing opportunity cost of farm'labor has shifted feed rations toward
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Figure 3.3 - Location of hog production in France (1974)
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Figure 3.2 - Map of feed grains production in 1974
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Figure 3.3 - Map of feed grains production in 1974
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feed grains and concentrated protein sources (oilakes), much easier to

feed to hogs raised in confinement. An important feature of French hog

industry is its location away from the main feed grain producing areas

(fjg. 3.2 and 3.3). Therefore hog operation has become more and more inde-

pendent of the available land on the farm. Consequent'ly a larger share of

feed is now bought out of the farm where hogs are raised. As early as 1965

72 % of source of energy was provided by feed grains. But purchased feed

(mostly protein ans minerals complements) accounted for on'ly 30 % of the

ration fed to hogs. By that time 60 % of the energy nutrjents was produced

on the hog farming operation itself. In 1971, the situation has changed a

lot under the influence of the feed-mix industry, which as grown tremen-

dously during these five years. It provides 65 % of the ration in 1971.

Some economists have used the term of industrialization to

define the structural changes in hog farming. This concept' vague whatso-

ever, is certain'ly an exageration. But there is no doubt that hog farming

has become specialized and more involved in comrnercial channels for both

input supply and output destination. Quite a few policy advisers were

thinkjng in the early 70's that these structural changes, concentration,

specialization, invested capital, would determine a drastic shift of sup-

p1y behavior in the direction of increased stability. I shall deal with

this issue with more detai'l when examining the empirica'l results of esti-
mation.

12 - ÇgngutlPli9or-Ptige:

France ranks fifth in the world for meat consumed per head

(table 3.5) French consuners eat more meat than any other EEC member. For

pork however Germany comes first in the EEC urith 48 kg/head while France

is fourth with 32,7 kglhead. Pork consumption has increased more than any

other meat from 1950 to 1970 (table 3.6). It is now the second source of

meat and accounts for 11 % of the consumer expenditure on food.



Table 3.5 - Meat consumption in OCDE countries (1972)
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Table 3.6 - Relative share of various meat products in the consumer food
budget (% of food expenditure in francs)

Source : INSEE, VIIè Plan

F'igure 3.4 - Variation of consumption per head for various kinds
of meat (1963-1973)
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Consumption increase of pork meat, as well as poultry meat'

is mainly due to the steady decreasing trend of prices in real terms of
these two kinds of meat. At the retai'l leve'l their re'lative price has

considerably improved their competitive position with respect to beef and

veal (fig. 3.5). As in all countries,technica'l progress in feed-convgrsion

ratios and "labor efficiency" has lowered the production costs to a consi-

derabl e extent.

Fig. 3.5 - Retail meat price index for main meats (1960-1974)
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Around the trend, prices have beén fluctuating with a rather

regular cyclical pattern of period three years in;the average. Prices

fluctuate much more at farm level than a retail, as usual for agricultu-
ral products. Feeder pigs price fluctuations are about twice as large as

hog price fluctuations, which may be roughly explained by the interme-

diate product nature of pig'lets whose derived demand follows final out-

put price (fig 3.6)

As for all cyclical productions, price f'luctuations originate

most'ly in supply, which exhibits also a cyclical pattern (fig 3.7). During

the sample period 1955-1973, consumption has increased rather steadily at

a rate running from 2 to 3 percent each year. Another dominant feature of

French hog industry during that period is the shift from a net exporting

position to a net deficit, which as culminated in 1969 and stays at a

rather constant level since. The slower growth of production relatively to

consumption goes back before EEC trade bar iers removal for pork which

:occurred in 1967 along with cerea'l's.
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i3 - JreÉes-EEÇ-cld-pgligv

The output mix of French agricul ture appears to be rather

inefficient since it leads to exporting about 50 % of the grains produced'

while 15 to 20 % of pork meat is imported. Hog being rirainly a cereal trans-

former, other members of EEC have demonstrated their competitive posit'ion

based on grain supp'ly advantages on world market before CAP enforcement

and higher feeding efficiency afterwards. Belgium and Netherlands are the

main suppliers of pork meat to France. No special study of interregional

competition for pork in EEC as been made as yet. The first idea of empha-

sizing feed cost and proximity of'large markets as explanations does not

fit well to the new regional pattern. While'it app'lies to Be'lgium and

Netherlands as to their proximity to the large industrial towns of EEC,

it does not work for Brittany which is far away from both factor supply

and consumption markets. This region has however developped hog production

more than any other in EEC, multiplying by 3 or 4 its hog production from

1966 to 1972.

Table 3.7 - Some items of the trade balance for French agriculture
(bil I ion Francs)

1967 1974
1 - Imports

Cereal s
Feedstuffs
tvleat (al I ) I ive

carca s s

I ive
carcass

0.48
0.7
0. 14
1.1
0.43
0.45

0.51
2.3
1.1
3.8
0.41
L.2

Pork

2 - Exports
Cereal s
Al I meat I ive

carca ss

2.3
0.36
0.5
s

11.1
2.3
2.3
ÊPork

Source : INSEE, Compte de I'agriculture 1974
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Figure 3.8 - Relative shares of countries in pork imports (1974)

dressed carcass (186 000 t) live hogs (tota1, 909 000 heads)
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Table 3.8 - Total pork meat produced in EEC countries (1 000 tons)

Source : Office statistique des Communautés Européennes OSCE

Table 3.9 - Selfsufficiency rate in EtC countries for pork

UK

Irel and

Denmark

EEC (9 members)

l{ember country 1 969 1970 1 971 19721 967 1 968

5 490 5 387 5 758 6 186 6 274

6 6s8 7 119 7 067 7 4A7 8 052 8 118

p

r
- 0,8 + 7,5+ 2,7 + 6,7

re

EEC (6 members)

765

738

99

+ 5,9 + 0,8

var a 0n

5 056

ceding yea

Germany

France

Italy
Netherl ands

Belgium

Luxembourg

2 619

1 375

588

70'l

465

10

2738

1 491

644

795

508

10

2732

1 541

660

790

542

I

2 541

1 401

542

627

367

12

2 555

1 297

533

6'17

375

10

797

717

1't5

875

720

134

683

686

131

953

768

145

929

763

152

2 317

1 374

461

s58

334

12

Country 56-60 69-70 70-71 71-72

Germany
France
Italy
Netherl ands
Belgium
Luxembourg

94

10'l

94

146

95

83

85
'188

92

86

82

200

't74

90

86

81

195

106 150 166

EtC (6 members) 100 100 101 99

UK

Irel and
Denmark

67

173

504

72

158

519

62

167

507

EEC (9 members)
103 105

't01

Source : Office statistique des Communautés Européennes OSCE
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The trade position is quite different among members however

Larger countries impont a significant share of their needs. Since the

CAP imp'lies free trade between members, France was unable to take pro-

tectionist measures to improve her balance for pork meat. The slow

growth of French production has been attributed in part to.the 1960-62

Agricultural 0rientation Act which limited the size of hog enterprises
and restricted this activity to persons having the status of farmer

(to avo'id corporate pork farming).

National po1 icy measures appeared necessary with the increa-

sing trade deficite ; but they had to comp'ly vri.th CAP principl€s,. i.g.
mainly free trade throughout EEC. So called "structural policy" was the-

refore set up which was based on subsidies granted to building invest-
ments in hog enterprises. Thoæfunds amounted to 20 to 40 % of the capital
invested by hog farmers. Total goverment subsidies for that program amoun-

ted to 1.3 billions francs from 1966 to i973. In order to receive the
grant, farmers have to belong to so cal'led "producers associations" (1)

which are the corner stone of French agricultural markets policy. These

assocjations mainly built on cooperatives were supposed to foster in an

"organiÉed" way, production and marketing. Besides i;mproving management

practices they were expected to "control " production so as to smooth price

fluctuations. An aknolledge objective of this policy was to reduce the

instability'in the subsector by increas'ing the share of these producers

assocjations in the total output. Table 3.10 shows the significant increase

ot these farmers organizations from 1966 to 1971, in the marketing of
hogs.

(1) Groupements de producteurs.
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Table 3.10 - Break down of the production according tothe type of buyer

Feeder pigs Slaughter hogs

1966 1969 L97I 1966 1969 T97L

association
merc hants

farmers

misæl I aneous

Tota I

3

67

29

1

100

15

54

2B

3

001

32

43

23

2

100

4

94

2

100

19

78

3

100

25.0

72.6

0.8

1.6

100

Source : SCES Statistique agricole supplérnent série étude n" 67, 68, 105.

Structura'l changes encouraged by pol icy measures v'rere expected

to induce more stability in production and prices along with improved ef-
ficiency. Some analysts tal ked frequent'ly in terms of "planned production"
that the producers associations would "control". Consequently they expected
the hog cycle to dampen shortly. The recent deep crisis of 1974 has brought
some reason into the debate and no one would dare say now that the hog

cycle is about to disappear due to the jncreased share of production

achieved by specialized and "organized" farmers. One aspect;of this pro-
blem will be tested for with the help of the model, namely the change of
supply elasticity during the sample period.

2 - Data available, impf ications for specification and possible biases

A well known problem in app'lied econometric is to find data
on variables as close as possible to the economic concepts defined in the
theoretical model. Discrepancies between empirical variables and theoreti-
cal specifjcations impose'limitations on the meaning of the results and

their use for poficy purposes. 0n the other hand, it is often necessary
to adiust the specification of the model to set it in form compatible with
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observed variables. I have used both strate$ies, specify'ing the supply

and trade blocks in a simplified way to comply with limfted avajlable

data, while I have done some transformations on certain observed variables

ts be 'in a position to estimate the demand block.

21 - Ibe-sspPLv-PLes!

I have exp'lained in chaptertwo why the lack of data on inven-

tories of hogs on farms prevented to specify a supply mode'l with far-
row'ings or inventories as the dependent variable, which is the most popu-

lar formulation. The only source of data on supply is based on nationally
inspected s'laughter, which is available sjnce 1949. Therefore I specified

a model based on marketed production (numbers and quantities) explained

mostly by lagged prices. A'lthough close to the original cobweb exposition,
this formulation has been little used where inventories are also

available. Hejen t18] in USA, Kettunen [20] inDenmark for pig supply, and

Strecker and tsselman l42l for piglets supp'ly in Germany are the few

examples I know of. The conceptual aspects of this specification have al-
ready been discussed, but we may emphasize here the expected difficultjes
encountered to specify the lag structure since lagged prices are high'ly

intercorrelated when quarterly data are used. The resulting multicolinearity
increases the variance of the estimates and the constraints imposed on the

lag s'uructure may lead to biases

There are three time series available on hog production in
France. The first is inspected slaughter corrected by trade balance jn live
animals (1). This is the most reliable set of data and corresponds to the

marketed supply both in numbers and in weights. Estimates of total pro-

(1) Marketed production = inspected slaughter + exports (Iive) - imports
(live).
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duction have been made by tak'ing into account undeclared slaughter
(from small butcher$ and on-farm slaughter. In 1953 undeclared slaughter
was estimated at 34 % of inspected slaughter while on farm consumption

was evalued at 284 000 t j.e. more than a half of inspected slaughter.
In 1974 the total production is estimated at 1.4 million tons while
marketed productïon is at f.i30 million. Since the corrections made

to get total supply are rather unreliable, especially for the first part

of the sample period, I chose the marketed production time series in the

estimation of suppiy. 0f course, the coefficient of time in the supply

equat'ion has to be interpreted in this light. Since the common interpre-
tation is to relate the trend in supp'ly to technical progress, its impact

v'tould be grossly overestimated if one forgets that time is also an instru-
mental variable for decreasing on-farm consumption and undeclared slaughter.
A minor point must be added concerning the s'laughter data. In a first
stage of the research I used monthly time series ; I worked then wjth
data corrected for the number of work'ing days in each month,soâs to re-
duce measurement errors on variables. l,rlith quarterly data this correction
'is less important. Monthly time serjes on prices at the farm level are

available since 1953 for both hogs (in index form) and feeder pigs (nom'i-

nal price). These data are not free from faults since they are based on

local markets with a debatable representativity. It js not clear however

in which vay they affect the results.

Since a large share of slaughter hogs are farrowed outside of
the fattening units, the proeminent role on avajlable supply'is played by

feeder pigs producers. It would have been appropriate to specify a market

model for feeder pigs, as done by Strecker and Esselman. But again no

data on quantities are available, and an attempt to build time series of
piglets product'ion based on breeding statistics (1) gave deceiving results.
Consequently a "part'ia'l1y reduced form" (2) of the piglet market was used

in the supply b1ock.

(1) From early sixties to 1972, hog forecasting were based on breeding survey
(2) In the sense of 'Hildreth and Jarret (guoted by Foote EO], p. IO2 ) .
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A detailed analysis of the impact of po'licy measures has not

been feasib'le, due to the lack of data. The only set of homogeneous time
series on policy action deals with public storage. This variable is easi'ly
included in the supply block and its effects estimated. The magnitude of
publ ic storage variations has been quite sl im during the period however

and never larger than 0.5 % of the marketed productjon. Moreover jt was not
possible to know wether the stocks were sold on the national markets or
exported. These facts limit considerably the quality of the results about

this particular po'licy instrument. I rnentionned earlier that little stabi-
'lizing action was taken over the period, and particularly after hog pro-
ductjon was included into the Common Agricultural Policy (1967). However

noticeable so called "structural policies" were initiated Some of the

measures consisted of investment subsidies granted to producers, proces-

s'ing'industry, farmers assocjations, extension and research agencies.
Another group of measures was meant to contribute more directly to stabi-
lization by subsidies granted to private storage holders, and to producers

associations. The latter were supposed to set up buffer funds of their own

so as to stabilize prices paid to their members and consequently the future
supply. as a convenient set of data on all these subsidies was not ready
to introduce in the model, I left the policy analysis for later work, since
it requines a lot of data collection and working up to put them in a sui-
table form for statistical use (1). I did not use zero-one variables whjch

could have been a first step, since they have a tendency to pick up any

concomitant or accidental event, and also because they do not lead to real-
1y mean'ingful results for future policy action.

(1) The elaboration made by Houck, Ryan, Abel, subotnik lzt, zz, 40] on the
set-aside program is an example of the difficulty of speciflzing testable
policy variables in a supply model.
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22 - ïhe demand block

By demand block I mean the equation of demand at retail and

the margin equation. The data on consumption have also shortcomings which

may affect both the quality of the fit and the meaning of the parameters.

They correspond to "apparent consumption" rather than real consumption,

since they are derived from inspected slaughter corrected by trade both

in live animals and in dressed carcass or cuts. There is no available
information on private storage, neither for households nor for processors.

Only pubfic storage is taken into account. Since a large part of pork'is
processed into cold cuts and canned food easily preserved, there are cer-
tainly measurement errors on the consumption variable. These errors may

not be too bad when aggregation over time is high. It is expected that
quarterly data are better than monthly ones on that point of view. I have

not tried to set up the demand equation in the framework of errors - on -

variables, since I would have needed good information on consumer buy'ing

habits (compl icated by the increasing use of home freezers) and on proces-

sors'storage behavior, in order to make exp'licite assumptions about the

properties of errors in such a model. This work could be done however,

when the consumers'panels set up recently wi1'l provide the relevant infor-
mation. For private storage made by processors, a specific statistical
survey should be developped, part'icu1ar1y if short run farm price fluctua-
tions are to be understood.

The same remarks as made to marketed supply, apply to consump-

tion. The time series I used is marketed consumpt'ion since correction for
self-supply and undeclared slaughter are thought to be rather unreliable.
Now jt is the jncome elasticity which must be interpreted with caution,
since the share of production going to the market has increased. Income

elasticity may therefore be biased upwards and should be used cautious'ly

in making long run predjctions.

Exclusion of on-farm consumption may still have two more effects
Preljmjnary analysis showed that it reacts negatively to market price. As
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expected,farmers keep less pork for they own needs when prices are hjgh.

In that Sense they behave in a similar way to other consumers, even jf
they may consider rather the opportunity cost of not selling a hog that

the price of the good consumed. The price coefficient is not very s'igni-

ficant however (Student's t is 1.1), and the elasticity is about - 0.35

quite lower than the "marketed demande" elasticity (about - 0.5). The

aggregate demand price elasticity is therefore over estimated by us'ing

the marketed consumption data since we leave out the less elastic compo-

nent of total demand. The second effect of excluding on-farm consumption

is to modify the structure of the seasonnality. 0n farm-slaughter takes

pl ace mainly in winter months, whi l e marketed consumption i s higherin
spring and fall.

Disposable income was not available on a quarter'ly basis.

0n1y recently the INSEE has started buildjng up quarterly national ac-

counts. In order to cover the whole 1955-1974 period, I had to disaggre-

gate annual series. Simple linear interpolation and another method using

quarterly weights based on industrial production index were used. They

did not give sïgnifjcantly different results.

Data on prices at retail are drawn from subsets of the consu-

mer's price index (CPI), relative to pork, beef, veal, poultry meats. The

series have the pitfall of reflecting the composition of meat budget bought

by the so-called blue collar workers, which certainly include more lower

quality cuts than for average consumer. These price indices do not reflect
the actual variation of the price of an average carcass at the butcher's

stall. This is true for pork but even more for the more expensive beef meat.

Moreqver because of the psychological importance of beef prices at retail,
they are narrowly looked over and submitted to reglementations, so that the

representativity of the index may be subiect to doubt. The rather flat
aspect of the beef index (cf.fig.3.9) time series strenghten this impres-

sion. This may be one of the reasons why I have always obtained a posit'ive

sign to the beef price index coeffjcient when included in the demand fot

pork. Concluding that the two meats are complementary would certainly need

a lot of qual if jed exp'lanation.



Figure 3.9 - Beef and veal retail price indices
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It is known that the parametres'of the marign equation are not

easily interpreted when price indices are used. If we start with a simple

model expressed in terms of prices Pi = * * BPt where Pi and Pt are prices

respect'ive1y at retail and farm leve1, using indices does not allow to
identify simp'ly c and 3,

Pl cxt=-4g
Pô Pô

P P

P

0 t
Pô

0

where the subscript 0 refersto the base year. One would need to know the
prices at the base year which is not common. In order to have a more ap-

parent meaning of the above equations, I converted the price indices of
pork into prices. This is certainly not free from faults since indices

reflect also changes in the weights used to build them. I have done this
however, using observed price at farm level in 1970 (average grade) as a

norm for farm price. For retail price I have used a weighted price of the

retail prices of cuts in 1970, trying to get as close as possible to the

average carcass composition. I am not assuming that we fit exactly to the

first equat'ion by doing so; I believe however that we get closer to esti-
mating the absolute margingo and the slope coefficient B. Particularly
when an adjustment'lag js allowed for retai'l prices, this formulation is
more convenient to discuss short run and long run margin behavior.

23 - The trade ation

As said before the trade position of France for pork has

changed a lot during the samp'le period. Data on both quantities and prices

were not available over the whole period in a convenient way. Since the

stress of the research was not the analysis of this aspect, the trade part

of the model was somewhat neglected and left for1ater work. I recent'ly
got data for Belgium and Netherlands which after some working up will be

useful to analyse the trade aspects of pork in EEC. This part of the model
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should include the policy actions taken by the Commission of the EEC

both on feed grains and on pork. Since monetary problems have recently

complicated the p'icture, this is a research projects in itself and will
be taken up later on. For now, only a net import equation has been esti-
mated, which betnays notjcebly the economic prob'lem since qual'ity of

exports (fat) differsfrom quality of imports (1ean cuts).

All the prices and income were deflated by the consumer's

price index. The choice of the deflator may affect the estimation of

variables correlated with time. GNP price index was not available on a

quarterly basis. CPI deflator was also used for farm'level prices, ôl-
though some authors would prefer using the farm price index. Using two

different deflators could alter in an artificial way the parameters of

the margin equation for examp'le.'When deflating a price by the CPI, the

latter was not comected by excluding the particular price to be deflated.

The bias jncumed by doing so was felt to be smaT'l in vjew of the small

share of particular items in the total consumption budget (about 3 "/" for
pork).

Dummy

fects.

Seasonnality was not eliminated, but the raw data used.

variables were included in the equation to pick up seasonnal ef-

3 - Empirical results

The presentation of the results is organized in the following
way.First I shal'l expose the complete estimated model including the fit-
ted equations eventually chosen after the various specifications tried.
This will show in a clearer way the genera'l structure of the price-quanti-

ties determinatjon model for the hog market. The nature of the assumptions

made on variables as to endogeneity will be more easily discussed in this
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content along with estimation procedures. Thê main results about supply

and demand behavior wil'l then be described.

In the second part of this section, I will give an account of

the work of estimation made on the different equations, emphasiz'ing again

the supply part.

Lastly I will discuss briefly the possibility of a change'in

supply behavior over time in the context of the drastic structura'l changes

which have recently occurred.

31 The 'le

It is composed of six relations including supply and feeder

pigs price equations, demand and margin .equations, net import equation

and clearing îdentity.

Let us define the symbols used for the various variables included.

t refers to quarterly data

QSt quantities of hogs marketed (100 t)
Dt consumption of pork per head (in 0.1 kg)

Nt population (in 106 heads)

Mt net imports i.e. imports - exports (100 t)
PSI, Rublic storage net increase (100 t) i.e. purchases minus sales

RHP, retai'l pork price (francs/kg, 1970 basis)
FHP, farm hog price (francs/kg, L970 basis)
PGPt piElets price (francs/kg, 1970 basis)
REVt disposable inèome minus investment of individua'l firms (francs/head,

1970 basi s)

VPt retail veal price index (deflated)
FPI, feed cost price index (deflated)
SPt, SUt, FAt durmy variabl es for seasonnal i ty.

model
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. Supply block

Supply : (1955-1973, 75 obs.)

(3.1) QSt = 186 + 103 sPt - 98 sur + 42FAr+3.9 t+ 0.76QSt-l +30 t.lPGPr-s -6.0 PGPr

(2.3)(4.5) (4.2) (1.8) (3.8) (12.3) (4.4) (4.4)

n2=0.963 d=1.65 h=L.76
(estimated under constraint on the coefficients of lagged and current prices,

with QPGPT_' = 0.2 PGPt_6 * 0.6 PGPI_' + 0.2 PGPI_4)

Piglet price equation (partially reduced form of the feeder pigs

market) (1961-1973, 48 obs.)

(3.2) PcPt = - 5.0 +0.69 SPr - 0.19 SUr - 0.48FAt +0.035 t+ 2.08FHPt - 0.018 FPIt

(3.1) (4.0) (1.2) (2.e) (6.7) (15.7) (1.86)

R2=0.85 d=L,2

. Demand block

Demand (1955-1973, 75 obs.)

(3.3) Dt = 13. 6 + 1.37 SPt + 0.02 SU, + .99 FAt + 0.43 Dt-t - 0.87 RHPt + 0.096 REV,

(2.7) (4.6) (0.08) (3.3) (3.7) (2.7) (4.7)

+ 1.57 VP

(1.2)
t

Râ=0.99 d=1.99

Margin (1955-1973, 75 obs.)

(3.4) RHP, = 1.47 + 0.13 SPr+ 0.14 SUt - 0.07 FAr + 0.74 RHPt-1 *0.30 FHPt - 0.001 t
(1.e7)(2.3) (2.3) (1.3) (12.e) (6.4) (0.75)
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R2=0.944 d=1.5 h=2.2

. Trade equation (1955-1973, 75 obs.)

(3.5) Mt=-537.6-18.6Spt+54.7 SUr+3.1FAt+0.75Mt-l *0.A27 REVI.Nr+54.9FHPt

(3.4) (.7) (2.0) (0.1) (10.3) (3.7) (2.5)

R.=0.90 d=1.9 h=0.44

. C'learing identity

(3.6) QS, + M, =Nt D + PSIt t

Numbers between parentheses are the Student's t value coresponding

to the null hypothesis of the corresponding coefficient. R'is the R2 adiusted

for degrees of freedom. d is the Durbin Watson statistic and h is the Dur-

bin (1) test of serial corre'lation for auto-regressive models [2s, p. 313].

None of these statistics applies rigorous'ly to the present simul-

taneous model. It was believed that theywould give a rough idea of goodness

of fit and properties of the errors. The h statistic should be used instead

of the d which is biased towards 2 when the equation is auto-regressive. It
is a'large sample test which is not inconsistent with the size of our sample.

I do not know however how it behaves in the context of a simultaneous model.

The general working of the model implies the following economic

behavior. Feeder pig prices level at quarters t-6, t-5, t-4, initiate the

(1) Durbin .f. Testing for serial correlaÈion in least sçluares regressions
when some of the regressors are lagged dependent variables. Econometrica
38, p. 4t0-21t 1970.
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the productjon process (se'lection of females, breedings) which will turn

up the availab'le supply of slaughter hogs at t, i.e. about a year and

half later. This available supply sets the range of possible marketed sup-

p1y. The exogenous parts of demand and imports together with possible

public storage variation complete the clearing cond'itions on the market.

Farm hog prices adiust, altering simultaneously marketed supp'ly, demand

and imports so that eventually market equi'librium is achieved at time t.
Farm hog proices resulting atthis time will react on the derived demand for

feeder pigs expressed by slaughter hog producers. Equation (3.2) shows

that this derived demand depends a lot more on the output price (FHP) than

on the level of feeding costs (FPI), as may be seen also by the relevant

elasticities given subsequently. The level of feeder pig prices will jn
turn induce feeder pig producers to adjust their 'level of activity to the

new expected profitability conditions, initiating a new cyclical process.

Parting the variables into exogenous and endogenous groupsfol-

lows from the above assumed econom'ic behavior. The previous discussjon of

chap. 2, supported by the empirical results to be discussed in the next

section, justifies the assumption of "Some" limited endogeneity of the

mar"keted supply. Demand, imports are clearly endogenous (Dt, Mt). Pork,

hogs and feeder p'igs prices are also endogenous since they adiust simulta-

neously with quantities to the general clearing conditions on the market.

This makes six endogenous variables consistent with the six structural
equations (3.1 to 3.6).

l^lhile the exogeneity of some exogenous variables (REVt, PSTt,

Nr) maY be easily accepted, the exact nature of others is debatable. The

feeder price index is certainly more and more dependent on the outlook on

the hog market, the more so as a steadi'ly increasing part of the ration is
purchased from the feed-stuff industry. 0n the demand side the same l'ine of

argument applies to veal price as well as to beef and poultry prices even-

tually excluded because of wrong signs. These remarks show the need for a

complete model of the feed-stuff - livestock meats subsector, as done by

many authors el sewhere.
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The assumed set of exogenous and predetermined variabies makes

all the equations in the mode'l overidentified from the order condition

point of view. The situation may no be so brjght on the rank condition,

since for example main shifters on supply (time) and demand (income) are

highly correlated. Other shifters (FPIt, VPt) which are less correlated,

seem al so to play a I imited identi'f,ving ro1e. Predetermined variables

help improving the identifiability of the structural equations.

Simultaneous equations methods of estimation have been used for

the above equations. Since I did not have a self contained routine to get

2 stages and 3 stages least squares estimates, I proceeded in two steps (1)

as required by 2 SLS, to get instruments for the endogenous explanatory

variables : PGP., FHPt, RHPt. The estimation method used would be better

called instrumental variables methods, since new instruments for the endo-

genous variables were not built each time a minor alteratjon of the speci-

fica.tion was made on some equations of the model . There 'is probably a loss

of efficiency in the estimates, arising from this procedure, but computer

limitations made the task c1usy. 0n the other hand, since the precise

1ag structure of the supp'ly equation was not known, al'l the prices lagged

from t-l to t-6 were included into the reduced form of the price equations

jn order to improve the quafity of the instrument. Similar'ly all the quan-

tities lagged by one period (Mt-l, Dt-1., St-') were not introduced since

they almost verify the c'learing identity. The multicollinearity was quite

bad however in these equat'ions. It is not rea'l1y important for the instru-

ment itself but it is not so if one wants to draw some economic information

from the reduced form. As the estimation of publ ic storage effect can only

be done on the reduced form, its measure is quite poor. Its effects on farm

hog price for example is apparently negligible (flexibility â Log FHP./

ôLoS PSI, = 0.0001), and not significantly different from zero, a'lthough

(1) This is why the statistic= fr.2, d, and h were available while they are
given in 2 SLS and 3 SLS routines, since their properties are not esta-
blished.
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the sign is correct. Simi'lar comments apply tô the effect of feed price
jndex on the p'iglet price, which is much lower (but with correct sign)

than the estimate derived from the "structura'|" eQuation (3.2). The

overal'l quality of the three instrumental variables used for prices is

not good, as seen on the R2 of the reduced form. This reflects, in part,

the great variance of hog prices at farm 'level.

equation

PGP

FHP

RHP

- 0.13 FHP

(0.8)

- 0.06 FHP

(0.4)

R2

.87

.86

.96

- 0.27 FHP

(1.7)

+ 0.2 FHP

(0.2)
t-6 t+ 0.9 VP

(1.5)
+ 1.8 REV

(0.e)

R

93

93

98

R2

83

82

94

The estimated reduced form of the farm hog price equation is
given to illustrate the type of results gotten at this stage (1955-1973,

75 obs. ) .

(3.7) FHPr = 2.8 - 0.28 SPt + 0.26 SUt - 0.03 FAr - 0.02 t+ 0.81 FHPI-I - 0.06 FHPI-2

(2.0)(2.0) (2.4) (.1e) (1.5) (c.2) (0.3)

r-3 r-4 t-5 t

+ 0.001 PSI, + 0.0004 FPT._' - 0.002 QSTt-t - 0.00 Mr-l

(0.7) (0.1) ( .4) (1.1)

a2 82 d = 1.9

From the fitted model (3.1) - (3.6) we can derive estimates of
both long run and short run e'lasticities of supply, demand and imports as

wel I as mu'ltip'liers for the farm retail price relationship. The f irst re-

mark may deal with adjustment speed in the various equations implied by the
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coefficients of the lagged dependent variabl'e. Theyhave to be interpreted

with caution however, even in the present case where the auto-regressive

form has been justified by economic rationale for the supply equation,

and where similar arguments of slow adjustment to prices may apply to

demand, margin and imports equations. It is well known that the lagged

endogenous variable may pick up effects due to a serially correlated

exp'lanatory variable excluded from the model . Simi'la11y slow changes of

the structure of the model may produce positive serial correlation of the

r.esiduals and bias upwards the auto-regressive term coefficient and there-

fore underestimate adjustment speed. This problem js not unlikely to occur

in the present case given the length of the samp'l,e period and the structu-
ral changes in the industry.

Those reservations being made the fitted model suggests a slow

adjustment in the supply, the farm-retail price equat'ion, and the import

equation. Only one fourth of total adjustment would occur durinc the cur-

rent period. Long run elasticities would therefore be about for times SR

ones. This results is particu'lar1y quegt'ionable for the trade equation,

since trade flows would be expected to adjust more quickly to price djf-
ferential between countries. But this expectation remains vague whatsoever

and the main reason for doubt is the simp'le form of the import equation

which does not include as jt should, foreign current price trade policies

variables, and exogenous foreign supply shifters (f ike foreign (1) lagged

price). Demand and particularly piglet price ajdustmore quickly.

. Equation (3.1) and (3.2) are used to derive "marketed" supply

elasticities both SR and LR with respect to feeder pigs and hog prices,

and also feed cost index. The marketed supply price elasticity re'lates to
hog price as defined jn chap. 2 and as done by most authors. The feeder

pigs price equation is only intermediary and reflects the peculjarities
of French hog industry.

(1) Home lagged price was tried as an instrument for the foreign price,
without success.
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Table 3.11 - Marketed supp'ly elasticitiesx with respect to :

FHP FPI

short run
'long run

0.075

0.31

0.156

0. 65

- 0.037

- 0.154

PGP

x computed at the mean from equation (3.
column and completed by (3.2) for the

The marketed supp'ly elasticity with respect to feed cost is

small relative to hog price elasticity. This result suggests that using

the hog feed price ratio as an explanatory variable is not well founded

jn this country contrarily to a current practice in United States' al-
though Harlow [15, p. 39] found a corn price elasticity of .42 half of

the hog price elasticity (.82).Kettunen [ZO, p.48]found a feed elasti-
city higher than hog price elasticity (.63 and .25).These differences

may reflect the feed balance situation fo hog farming units in varjous

countries. One may expect that feed cost will become more important jn

the supply of hogs in France with the increase of purchased feed-stuffs.

It is hazardous to compare the estimates of supply elasticity
with respect to hog price in different studies since specifications and

structures of production vary with countries and studieS. A sample is

given however in table 3.12 as general reference. Estimates vary a 1ot

jn the range .13 to .82. It is not easy to sort out spec'ification reasons

for different results, from actual differences in "supply elasticity".
Specification seems to play the major role in view of the variability of

results for the same country. Table 3.12 is not well suited either for
illustrating the discussion of chap.2 relative to the results gotten

when inventorjes or marketed supply are used as explained variable. Cana-

dian results tend to confirm the argument that supply model using marketed

supply tend to yield higher supply elasticity. The same is true for the

1) for the lst
2d and 3d.
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Table 3.tZ - Some published estimates of supply e'lasticity for hogs
with respect to hog Price

Authors/
country

samp
peri

le
od

time
un it

d ependent lpr"..n.. or t.g

lden. 
variablevariabl e

price elasticity

SR LR R2

recurstve
simul taneous

HARLOI^I

Io-t
U. S.

DEAN,
HEADY

[e]
U. S,

KETTUNEN

vïl
Denma r k

HIEN

[r g]
U. S.

RT I14ER,
KUL SHRE-
srrm [rs]
Canada

CHIN,PANDO,
wEST t7l
Ca nada

TRYFos F4]
Ca nada

pr esen t
study

1949-
1 960

year

yean

qua rter

7/2 year

year

year

I/2 year

I/2 year

quarter

farrowi ng s
spri ng
fal I

no
no

farrowi ng s
spri ng
fal I
spri ng

no
n0
yes

marketed qty
produced qty
produced qty

n0
no
no

nb of
s1 aug

pjgs
htered

no

inventori es no

nb of heads
ma r keted

yes

'inventories yes (3)

mâr ketêd yes
quantities

.82

.56

60
30

(1) 65,

.25

.20

.25

(2)
39

13

36 61

39

16 65

91
92

93
92
76

1938-
195 6

1 956-
I 965

84
B9
90

19s0-
1 969

1949-
1971

1961 -
I972

1951-
r97 1

1955-
1973

f,ô

95

93

(3)

96

The adjustment coefficient was not significantly different from one.
Hog corn ratio as exp'lanatory variable.
The coefficient of the 'lagged inventories is 1.11. Theil's lf = .02
(the estimate .39 was termed by Tryfos inventories elasticity w.r.t price)
With a restraint on the lagged and current price coefficient.

(

(
(

1

2

3

)
)

)

(4)

the two specifications of Kettunen (production vs marketed quantity). But

it is not so fore U.S. results. Again specification are different at too

many viewpoints (dependent variable, lags in prices, time unit, presence

of partial adjustment), to give a clear cut illustration of the argument.

The next section devoted to justify the final form of the supply equation

(3.1), willgive a more coherent set of evidence as to the consequences of

using numbers or quantities, simultaneity or recursiveness. But absence of

inventory data will prevent from givinga complete il'lustration.
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Turnjng now to the other equa'tions of the model let us consider

the feeder pig market reduced form (3.2).Feeder pig price adiust almost

immediately to hog price. Including PGP lagged by one unit of time gave an

adjustment coeffjcient of .83, not really significant (t = 1.8)' giving a

long run elasticity of PGP w.r.t. FHP of a simi'lar magn'itude (2.16 instead

of 2.11). Equation (3.2) should inc'lude a lagged piglet price i.e. the

cyclica'l shifter of supply for feeder pigs. This vlas tried but gave no

significant'estimates for PGP.-U and PGPt-6 coefficients, a'lthough they

have the correct sign (1). ffre dominant role of the demand for feeder p'igs

jn the explanation of PGP js obviated by the above results. The positive

effect of time on the PGP equation most probably accounts for the slower

rate of technical progress in feeder pigs production compared to fattening

Number of piglets saved has increased much less than the feed conversion

ratio

The demand equation (3.3) yields elasticities g'iven in table 3.13

Table 3.13 - Demand elasticities (at mean values)

pork retail price veal price 1 ncome

SR

LR

- .23

- .40

+

+

03

05

.45

.79

As announced before, the ma'in surprise in demand estimation' was

the consistently negative (non significant) effect of beef prices. Using

the wholesale price jnstead of retail gave similar results. This result

contradicts the evidence in most countries. The (unpublished) work on meat

demand made by the I.N.S.E.E. does not show clear cut substitutjon effects'

and my results were not thought of as very surprising. An explanation can

be proposed for the substitution veal-pork and the independance of pork

(1) Vùhen laqged PGP was introduced the feed cost coefficient tended to
disappear.
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demand w.r.t. beef price. French, consumer eats more veal meat than 'in

any country. Vea'I, pork and poultry belong to thewhite meat group inside

of wh1ch substitution could take p1ace, while no substitution would occur

between white and red meats, one may also assume that in order to capture

pork-beef substitution one should use the prices of beef cuts more like'ly

to be substituted to pork. These cuts have yet to be determined and this

study has been left for later work involving a systematic analysis of the

demand for various meats.

0n a more theoretical view-point it may be argued that including

beef price in demand does not measure the true substitution effect of the

S'lutsky equation, since no compensation takes p1ace. One may then assume

that, g'iven the'importance of beef in the meat budget, given jts positive

high income elasticity, given also its psychologica'l importance, an increase

of beef prices may depress all meat consumption by the income effect. In

any case our results are at variance with known pork demand analyses.

Table 3.13 also shows that the homogeneity condition is not satisfied

either, demonstrating that more work is needed on the demand side of the

model

The high level of income elasticity may be attributed to the

particular definitjon of consumption mentionned before, i.e. exclusjon of

self supply on farm. Sjmilarly, since the marketed part of total consumption

has increased considerably, we may expect that the price elastjcity of mar-

keted demand overestimates the price elasticity of total demand relevant

to the first part of the period. In this context, it is useful to check if
drastic changes of structures have occured in the model over the years

Covarjance - like ana'lys'is has been applied to the demand equation, a1-

though we work with simultaneous equations. It is hoped that the F test for

structural change does not behave too badly in this situation. The results

given by equations (3.8) and (3.9).

1955-1966 48 obs.
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(3.8) Dt =* 8.7 + 1.1 Spt - .5 SUt+ 1.0 FAr+ .30Dr_l - .49 RHPt+ .099 REVI + 6.9 VPr

(2.0) (3.7) (1.7) (3.2) (2.0) (1.8) (4.3) (2.0)

R2 = .977 d = 1.95

L967-L973 27 obs.

(3.9) D, = 55.1 + 1.3 SPt + 1.48 SUr+ .46FAt + .24Dt-t - a.i nHn, + .089 REVt -2.0vPt

(2.e) (3.4) (1.0) (1.0) (28 ) (2.4) (.48)

Table 3.14 - Change in demand elasticities

sub
w.r.t

period RHP VP REV

1955-66 sR

LR

1967-73 sR

LR

- .15

- .2L

- .64

- .84

.16

.21

nega -

tive

.45

.59

.42

.55

The change of structure is accepted on the face of the F test
(calculated Ft.59 = 23, tabl. FB.59 = 2.1). This change contributes to

exp'lain why the adjustment coefficient vras .56 in the estimatjon over the

whole period, while subperiods estimates are over .70. The main evidence

is the apparent unchanged income elasticity, the fading out effect of veal

price, and particu'lar'ly a noticeable increase of price elasticity in magni-

tude. Although this last result is consistent wjth the rapid increase of

pork consumption relative to other meats and the fa1'l of pork price in real

terms, the magnitude of the change comes out as a surprise. May be the exclu-

sion ôf undeclared slaughter which has been decreasing sharply over the pe-

riod, has something to do with it by way of measurement errors. This is an

easy expost exp'lanation which cannot be considered as sufficient.
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l,le turn now to the margirt equat'ion (3.4). It is a well known

fact that retail prices fluctuate more than farm prices, so we expect that

the slope parameter of FHP would be less than one on the short run. The

estimate .30 is consistent with this general evidence, about a third of

the farm price variation would be transmitted to retail in the current
quarter. But this is about a fourth of the total adjustment as implied by

the lagged retail orice coefficient. In the long run the slope would be

1.16. Is the marketing sector behavior based on constant or proportionnal

margins ? 0n the face of the results the margin behavior would be of the

mixed type.We cannot test directly if the long run slope is equal to 1

s'ince it involves a nonlinear transformation. However the short run slope

is not s'ignificantly different from .25, and it is tempting to accept the

model of variable margins in the short run but constant in the'long run.

Following many authors [0, 191 marketing costs and production

were introduced jn the e ation to get closer to the under'ly'ing reduced

form. Wages in the food industry seem to play a posit'ive role on retail
price which is consistent with theory, but t value ivas low (.65). The tjme

coeffjcient was stilI negative as technical progress in market'ing impfies,

but its level of s'ign'if icancy decreased further (t = .56 vs..76). These two

effects contributed to maintajn margins about constant in real terms jn the

long run. The production variable was also unsignificant but seemed to play

a negative role on retail prices.

One particular po'int was considered in the marketing behavjor,
jn the line of statements frequent'ly made that retailers are responsible

for non symmetric transmission of farm price fluctuations. If this hypothesis

were true, it would mean that retailers hold 5ep1s market power relatjve'ly to
consumers in the short run which allow them to resist price fa11 at farm

level. In the long run however competition would still work and with the

help of inflation real margins would still follow the costs, since equation

(3.4) 'imply constant marg'ins in the long run. If the pricing behavior were mt
synmetrical in the short run, then the marketing sector would contribute to

the inflation process by the food part of the consumers'budget.Fig.3.10
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illustrates this possible margin behavior. In'the long run retailers move

on the AB line which has slope one. But in the short run they move on the

broken line C'DB' if the price transmission is asymmetrical.

Figure 3.10 - Margin behavior

RHP
B

B.

t
D

A 450

constant margin

FHP

In order to test this hypothesis a dummy variable B, was built
tak'ing the value of one when farm hog price decreases and zero otherwise.

The asymrnetrica'l transmission would be reflected by a negative coefficient
of the variabl. Bt.FHPt. Regression were runned for whole pork and for the

subset fresh pork the less processed part of the carcass.

(i955-1973, 75 obs. ) whole pork

(3.10) RHP, = l..18 = .12 SPt+ .13 SUt - .08 FAt- 0,0009 t+ .29 FHPI - 0.0066 Br.FHPt

(2.2) (2 .2) (1 .4) ( .4) ( 5 .e) ( . 66)

+ .77 RHP

( 10.7 )

r-1

2
R 944 d=1.56 h=2.2
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(1955-1973, 75 obs.) Fresh pork (1)

f - .02 FA, + .0006 t + .040 FHP

(1.8) (2.5) (4.7)
0.003

(1.7)
Bt(3.11) RHPt t t t

FHP + .85 RHP

(16. i)

f
t r-1

R2=.86 d=1.76 h=1.0

The empirical results are not very clear cut, but it is probable

that a moderate ratchet effect does exist in retai'l pricing behavior. Quite

small when all pork is considered; the s'lope differentjal represents about

n % in the fresh pork equation. Splitting the margin behavior into two

parts seems justified by the reduction of serial correlation which results.

The pricing behavior seems different for fresh pork and processed pork meat

Sjnce the latter part accounts for about 2/3 of the whole, the ratchet ef-

fect would be quite small for the aggregate pork price index is considered.

Nevertheless the existence of a contribution of the marketing sector to
'inflation cannot be discarded on the basis of these results. It would be

small enough and temporary since margins tend to be constant in the'long

run, which is consistent with a high 1eve1 of competition remaining in the

retail sector

Last, the net import equation (3.5) though showing an acceptable

fit and ljttle serial correlation, is insufficient for useful policy ana-

1ysis. Elasticies with respect to price and income (both 2.2 in the SR and

8.8 in the long run) are high as usually found iri trade equations.

Fig. 3.11 to 3.15 the time series of actual and fitted walues

for the f ive behavioral equat'ions.

(1) The price variable for fresh pork is an index so that the magnitude of
coefficient are not comparable in (3.10) and (3.11).

=-.07+
(1.1)

013 SP

(1.1)

+ .026 SU

(2.3)
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Figure 3.11 - Actual and fitted value, supply (eq. 3.1)
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Figure 3.12 - Actual and fitted values : feeder pigs price (eq. 3.?)
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Figure 3.14 - Actual and fitted values : farm retail re1ation (eq.3.4)
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Figure 3.15 - Actual and fitted values : net imports. (eq. 3.5)
unit : 100 t
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32 - frelisilerv work on the sspplv-Per!-eI the model

This section js meant to justify the specificat'ion retained in

equations 3.1 on one hand and to illustrate some of the arguments develop-

ped in chap. 2 on the other hand.

- lag structure

In chap. 2 the marketed supply equation jn numbers was specified
as depending on 'lagged and current hog prices.

(2.I7 ) St = yo' (m-1) + (i-q,) St_1 * moPa_* -{oPt
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But the exact relevant 1ag w was not discussed. It is known

that w is longer than the shortest product'ion delay which is 3 quarters,

since the period of fluctuations is about 3 years i.e. L2 quarters. This

fact suggests a 1ag of about 6 quarters fo w. But breeding decis'ions may

be made on various types of sows with corresponding different productjon

1ags. If the main decision would hear on the pig'lets class, about two

quarters are necessary to bring them to breeding age which makes w = 5.

If one aSSumeS some further reaction lag, price in t-6 may also play some

role. For the suckling sows the production 1ag is shorter, about 4 quartens,

so that we expect Pr-O to have also some effect oh future supply. Spec'ifying

the correct 1ag structure becomes rather empirical, since jt is difficult
to constrain it too much on a priori basis.

Almon tzl adv'ises to use the information given by the correlogram

to help spec'ifying the 1:ag structure. It is given in fig. 3.16 on deseason-

nalized and detrended S, and Pr_r. The correlogram is not of much help sjnce

the intercorrelation of lagged prices due to the cycle make them good instru-
ments for each other at neighboring time units. The results of unconstrajned

regression on prices from P, to Pt_O is not really sufficient either since

multicol I inearity makesestimates unprecise,fig 3.17 . The dominant role of

Pt-S is however confirmed as well as the presence of negative current price

effect. But jt'is probable that the negative signs of Pt-O and Pt-U are due

to sampling variation, given the high corre'lation between Pa-U and Pt-O or

Pt-O (.80). One also notes that OLS estimates gives larger current price

effect than 2 SLS as a result of simultaneous bias.
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Figure 3.6 - Cross-correlogram (1) St, FHPt-i
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Figure 3.I7 - Uncons.tra'ined regrêssion Log S, = a + Xôj Log FHPt-t
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Preliminary work of estimation was used on monthly data using
Almon polynomial constraints l2l and Shiller's smoothness prior l41l
(fig. 3.8).They tend to confirm the dominant role of the fifth quarter
but suggests that the reaction spreads over quarters t-4 and t-6. Shiller's
method gave a flatter curve, which may be due to the prïor information fed

in. In the quarter'ly model , it is vain to use the po'lynomial approach since
with 3 points (4,5,6) we have no constraint imposed on a quadratic poly-
nomial. As the inverted U function obtained with Almon's method suggested

an optimal 1ag at t-5 and second best at t-4, t-6, the constrained variable
l,lPGPt_5 was constructed as a weighted average of theneighboringprices.

WPGPT_' = .2 PGP'-O + .6 PGPt-' + .2 PGP'-U

The result of spreading the'lag over quarters 4,5,6 is to
increase the coefficient of'lagged price and reduce the coefficient of
current price as explained by the omitted variable ana'lys'is of chap. 2.

(1955-1973 75 obs 2 SLS)

(3.I2) QS, =constant +seasonnals +.73 QSt_l+ 4.1t + 18.3 pcpt-s - 18.1 pGpt

(e.6) (3.6) (1.6) (1.1)

R2 = .96 h=2.L

(3.13) QSt =const. +seas. +.75 QSt_1+ 4.0 t+26.4 lrlpGpt_s - 10.Spcpt
(e.5) (3.5) (1.e) ( .6)

R2 = .96 h = 2.L

The overestimation of current price effect resulting from a wrong

1ag w may be understood by looking at the own correlogram of feeder pig
prices (fig.3.19)
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Figure 3.19 - Correlogram PGPt, PGPt_j
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1

- Simultaneity and true supply elast'icity
One of the arguments made in chap. 2 was that a recursive model

would lead to overestimate marketed supp'ly e'lasticity 01. This is illustra-
ted by equations (3.14, 3.13) for marketed supply in weights and (3.15, 3.16)

in numbers.

Recursive, weights
(3.14) QSt = cst. + seas. + .77 QSt_l + 3.7 t + 33.1 l,lPGPT_'

(12.7) (3.6) (4.3)

R2 = .96 h = 1.69

Recursive, numbers

(3.15) St = cst. + seas. + .78 St_l + 4.9 t + 48 WPGPT_'

(13.5) (3.7) (5.0)
R2 = .97 h = 1.67

123
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Simul taneous, numbers 2SLS

(3.16) S, = cst. + seas. + .71 St-1 + 5.9 t+ 26WPGPt-s

(4.0) (1.4)

R2 = .97 h = 2.2)

- 34 PGP

(1 .4)
t

The marketed supp'ly elasticities estimates (o1) are given in
table 3.15 for the four specifications at mean values.

Table 3.15 - Short run marketed supp'ly elasticitÈs estimates o., for
various specifications

recursive simu'l taneou s

wei g ht
numbers

0. 175

0. 196

0. 139

0. 106

As expected we find that recursive models give quite higher

estimates than simultaneous model do. The offsetting role of the positive
effect of current price on average wieght works also as expected in yiel-
ding a smaller difference between recursive and simultaneous estimates urhen

marketed supply is defined by weight instead of numbers. Equation (3.li)
below shows the effect of price on average wieght with a corresponding SR

supply e'last'icity of + .06.

(1955-1973, 75 obs., 2 SLS)

(3.17) Wt = .73 +0.0019 SPt - 0.009 SUt +0.004 FAt - 0.002 t +0.009 FHP,

(46.6) (.56) (2.e) (1.3) (2.e) (3.5)

R2=.47 d=.6

Now, by the argument of chap. 2, and particular'ly note (1) p. 19,

an approximation of the true supply elasticity could be derived form (3.16)

by summing algebraicly the elasticjties of S, with respect to lagged and

current prices. But this wou'ld yie'ld a negative number. This shows that
simultaneous equations in supp'ly may indeed'lead to greater evils than
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simp'le recursive. It is hard to know whether this result inconsistent with
theory is due to the so called demand effect in sp'ite of the use of 2 SLS,

or to mespecification jn the 1ag structure. This has led to setting a

constraint in the supply equation (3.1) expressed in weight, jn order to
get it closer to the theoretical specification of (2.I7). The value of m

chosen was 5 which is meant more as an order of magnitude than as an exact

value. This constraint does not seem to affect either the fit or the resi-
duals properties, while unconstrained 2 SLS equations usually give signs of
serial coruel ation.

A simi'lar equation with numbers as dependent variable was runned

with the constraint m = 5 and gave the following estimates :

(3.18) St =.tt. + seas. + .76 St_l * 5.2 t + 43.0wPGPt_s - 8.6 PGPI

(13.1) (3.e) (5.1)

R2=.967 d=1.66 h=I.7

Deriving SR marketed supp'ly elasticitV ôr, from this equation
gives + .775, the current price elastîcity of S, is ôô = - 0.034 g'ives an

estjmate of the true SR supply elastiticy of + .141 and .58 for the long

run. These results are somewhat different form recursive results in weight
(.175 and .73) and even more in numbers (.196 and .82)

It is felt that internal consistency of the supply behav'ior

does imply some simultanejty (1) and therefore justifies the introduction
of current price in the equat'ion. Practica'l problems obviously arise whjch

I have not been able to solve in a nicer way than by a priori constraints.

(1) Since the intercorrelation vras assumed to prevent a clear evidence of
the simultaneity, a dummy variable was introduced in the supply equation,
taking the value one when price rises and zero otherwise. ft was of the
correct sign in both Sa and QSa equations with t values of about 1 .2.
The coefficients WGPI_5 were much more significant than in unconstrained
2 SLS and with values 41 and 28 reèpectively, close to the results of
constrained 2 SLS equations (3.18) and (3.1) respectively.
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Improvements are clearly needed for a more complete test of the theory.

The regular cyclical pattern of prices accounts certainly for a'large
responsability in the encountered problems by the resulting colinearity.

Current price effect is expected to better represent very short

run supp'ly variations ; this will be tested by forecasting the supply out-

s'ide of the sample period

33 - 9lruglureL-sberses-êld-sspplv-eLe:!ig!!v

Many commentators have written that the recent structural changes

would induce a stabilization of the supply and a dampening of the hog cyc1e.

Economic arguments were not given in detail but it was felt that specializa-
tion, fixed cost to cover and the action of producers'associations would

stabil ize supply.

Irwin t23] has argued similarly that specialization reduces out-
put substitution opportunities on farms, and that fixed factors, also linked

to specialization, tend to reduce the supply elast'icity.

Tweeten and Quance [aS] emphasized that the increased use of
variable inputs purchased outside of the farm, tend to push supply glastici-
ty upwards. Output price supply elast'icity may be expressed as XwreiO, where

wi are the input elasticities of output and erU the demand elasticitjes of

input with respect to output price l-Griliches, 13]. Assuming further that
factors are paid at their marginal product, the w', become factor shares. Then

jf an increased part of variable inputs are purchased it seems likely, other

things unchanged, that supply elasticity wou'ld increase. As mentionned before,

purchased inputs have grown a lot in hog production reicently and one may

expect an increased supp'ly elasticity contrari'ly to the wide-spread opinion.

Tweeten and Quance did not find clear cut evidence about supply elasticity
change over time, but they dea'lt with aggregate farm supply.
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Dean and Heady t8] found a higher 'supp'ly elast'icity of spring
farrow'ings (on1y), for the period 1938-1956 than for the years I924-L937.

Their explanation is based on technical change in breeding, feed'ing and

facilities, which shift the production function and flattens the marginal

cost curve.

There seems to be a need for a self contained analys'is of pos-

sible effects of structural changes on supply e'lasticity. For now the
questjon is rather empirical. I have tried to test a change of structure
in the supply equat'ion by us'ing covariance ana'lysis. There are at least
two difficulties in carrying the test: first the simu'ltaneity, second

the short period of observation on structural changes 'in the industry (1966)

I have used the easy way by work'ing with a recursive model since there is
a linear relation between true elastjcity o and marketed elasticity or.
And I have splitted the sample period in year L966, in order to be able to
compare not only slopes but also elasticities computed at mean values of
both samples. This gives more information than the strict Chow test tB].

The results are given by the two equations below for respecti-
vely the 1955-1966 and i967-1973 subperiods.

(1955-1956, 48 obs.)

QS, = 246 + 121 SPt - 67 SU

(2.1) (4.3) (2.3)
R2=.gZ [=.57

+ 69 FA, + 4.9 t + 35 WPGPT_.

(2.4) (3.4)
t + .66 QS t-1

(1967 -1973 , 27 obs. )

QSt = 206 + 52 SPt - 164 SU

(1.1)(1.4) (4.4)

R2 = .93 h = 1.99

- 12 FAr+ 6. B t + 41 WPGP

(.3) (2.4)
t_5 + .81 QSt_1t

Using the error sum of squares of the equation estimated on

years 1955-1973, an F test is constructed LZS, p. 199] with 7 and 61 de-
grees of freedom. Computed F6, 61 is 7.8 compared to the 2.2 value of the
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table. Structural change may be accepted on'this basis. And the supp'ly

slope does have increased from 35 to 41. But it is not so for SR supply

elastic'ity (1) at mean values respect'ive1y .i0 and 0.08, the decreasing

ratio I over compensates the increasing supply s1ope. However if one
e

compare3 the LR supply elasticities in the two subperiods the order is
reversed since adjustment speed appears to be smaller in the more recent
years, respectively (.29 and .43).A similar result was obtajned previously

on monthly.data, with a 1og specification of the equation. This overall
evidence tends to confirm the increase of the long run supply elasticity
over time. We may note that the opposite rank of SR and LR estimates is
consistent with both the fixed factor specialization argument of Irwin
which works more for the SR and the increased share of purchased inputs

argument which would work in the LR (acquisition of new facilities, ...).

hlith respect to the possible dampening of the cycle, we should

relate this result to the demand side of the market. Demand price elasti-
city seems to have increased noticebly ïn the recent years, which work in

a stabilizing direction. If one computes LR elasticities of supply (2) and

demand with respect to farm hog prices for the last subperiod one gets

respectively + .68 and - .43 which suggest a strong divergent tendency of
the hog cycle in the range of validity of those estimates, particularly
in view of the further destabilizing ro'le of current price effect. These

results tend to show that hog cycle remains quite unstable around equ'i1i-
brium. They also suggests that the linear model is not suffjcient to ac-

count for the stability conditions, s'ince it would imply an explosive

cyc1e.

x

)Ê )É

(1) With respect to feeder pigs price.
(2) Making the correction O = O1 * a" get closer to the true supply

elasticity.
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Chap. 4 - WELFARE ANALYSIS 0F THE HOG CYCLE IN FRANCE

The welfare aspect of price instabi'lity has been extensively

studied in the litterature, but it deals only with random,fluctuations

[4.1]. It seems appropriate to app'ly the approach to cyclical fluctuations

Price and quantity fluctuations entail distorsjons form equi-

librium and therefore misal'locations of ressources. They also bear conse-

quences on the welfare of the economic agents : producers,consumers, mar-

keting firms.

I first consider the welfare loss to society due to fluctua-
tions in a simple cobweb framework. Second, I deal with the distribution
effects in the same framework. Then I try to extend the analysis to a

complete model including marketing margins, trade and shifting exogenous

variabl es.

1 - Welfare loss in a sim le cobweb

Distorsion between supply and demand prices is widely cons'idered

as a di screpancy from optimal ity under general condi tions [..g. Harberger , 4.2] .

Suppose we have a "stationary cobweb" with constant magnitude

fl uctuations.

(4.1)

(4.2)

supply ' Qt = y0 * yl Pt-l

demand ' Qt aU + c1 P,

Yl=-o1=Y
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Fi gure 4 . 1 - Synrnetri ca'l stati onary cobweb

P

D.M

p

P*
a

0
'm QM

?'
o

S DL=2 tP (a) - P (a)l dQ

where Q is the equilibrium quantity; p

and demand prices and QM = y6 + y1 Pm,

Qt = Y0 * Yl Pt-l

oo*o1 Ptt

aa

The prices oscillate with period 2 between P, and P* the quan-

tities between Q, and qr. In a complete cyc'le the welfare loss is given by

the shaded areas (by the synmetry),

S, 
PD

Q=v
are respectively the supply

o+Yt P

In the linear case we have (geometrically) :

(4.3) L = 2-| taM - Q) (PM - Pm)

or by (4.1), L = v (PN - F) (PM - Pm)

L = 2Y (Pu - P)2 by ,yttetry again

(4.4) L = 2\ P2 = 2P9, with p = PU - F, I = aU - Q

p

p

q q

If the cycle goes on indefinitely the present value at t = 0
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of the welfare loss is the'limit of :

t
xL3 =

Ipq(1+p) g = discount rate

lim

i=0

rf =$loe
t'+ -

'It would therefore be appropriate to distroy (or give away) the

excess supply if the corresponding cost is smaller than expected social
loss i.e. if,

(4.5) Fq. pq i"
then the condition is :

P

M
p

:
P

P P p
>-3p

1+p
(4.5)

If the relative magnitude of price fluctuations around equili-
brium price is about the chosen discount rate, it would be worth to use

the extreme policy of destroying excess supply, in the case of a station-
nary symmetrical cobweb.

One could study more flexible po'licies using buffer stocks or
funds, which are more relevant in the general case of random fluctuations
added to the model (as well as exogenous less predictable shifts in the
demand).

2 - Distribution effects

The distribution effects may be studied by means of producer's

and consumer's surpluses. These concepts are widely used and widely criti-
cized in the literrature (e.9. t+.1] l. I make only few remarks which he]p
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justifying their use in the present case.

The limits of the partial analysis may not be too damaging

because of the small 'importance of the hog industry in the economy. W'ith

respects to the consumer's sup'lus, the use of the area under the ord'inary

demand curve may be used, not because of the small income elasticity but

in view of the small share of pork consumption in the consumer's total
expenditures. The aggregat'ion over consumers is certain'ly more questionable'

since we get into djstribution problems, and it is difficult to accept the

assumption of optimal distribution of income.

0n the producer's side two main aspects are to be considered.

First there is the distinction between the producer's surplus and the rent

to the factors t4.3]. Since farmers own most of the inputs, the distinction
does not seem too important, the more so as hog production is rather inde-

pendent of land in France. The second remark deals with the meaning of the

aggregate supply function used. Is it linked to the LR marginal cost curves

ortotheSRone ?Price fluctuations are a short run problem, it seems 1ike1y

that disequilibria observed in the firms as a consequence of the cycle bear

upon a cost curve with investment and labor fixed. The upward s'loping sup-

p1y curve is therefore close to the concept of SR marginal cost curve,

which is more relevant to the use of producer's surp'lus than is the LR cost

curve. The aggregation prob'lem remains unsolved on the production side too,

and one should certainly try to analyse which firms are more likely to be

affected by price fluctuations.

Let us consider now the effects of pr ice stabil ization on

consumer's suplus when price is set at F, in the simple model (fig. 4.2);
the varjation deals with the nrrplusdifference between the stabiljzed mar-

ket and the fluctuating market as a reference.
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Figure 4.2 - Distribution effects

D,M

-p
P

P

Qm QM

P

m

S ( Pt_ 1) Supp'ly

D (Pt) : Demand

a
a

ÀCS = - (c + d + e) + a + [ = - e, bV using symmetry

usingQ=QM*Q=Q-Q,

P = Pu - P = 
-P - P, , we have,

(4.7) ACS=-qp<0

The consumers loose from price stabilization. This is a known

result when the source of fluctuation is on the supply side fWaugh,4-4]

For the producersthe effect of price statilization at P is :

APS = (c + d + e + f) - (a - d) = 2 d + f + e

(4.8) APS=3pq>0

Producers gain from stabilization when disturbances originate

a
fv,c

q

in the supply [4.1]. When the price is at Pr, producers Toose more than the
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strict, producers surplus variation form (F, 8) to (Qg, Pr), i.e. (c + d) ;

they a'lso incur a net loss since they se'll QM - Q,o at a marginal price P,

smaller than marginal cost. This loss (1) amounts to areas e + f.

Aggregating over producers and consumers yields the net socjal

loss for a whole cyc1e, and therêfore the stabilization social gain.

(4.9) G=2d+f =b+d+f =2Pq>0

It would therefore be worth it for the producers to bribe

consumers into accepting stabil ization

3 - Welfare effects of fluctuations in a more general model

31 Con S. lgs-cnd-uerBe!ins-[srei! :-!ebev ier

The simple model mistakenly assumes that retail price (P') js

identical to farm price (P). I shall assume however that quantities (2) are

the same at retail and farm level : Q'= Q.

1 - constant margins P' = P + M

The variation of consumers' surplus is the same at farm and

retail level (fig.4.3).There are no frrrther distribution effects gene-

rated by the marketing sector.

(4.10) dCS' = - Q' dP' ='Q dP = dCS

Where the' refers to retail market.

(1) Turnovsky did not take this loss into acc-ountin Èhe purely random fluc-
tuations case.

(2) This means no transformation of the farm product except for services.
Intuitively the results would be the same., if_constant proportions prevail
in the food industry as shown by GARDNEn [a.S].
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Figure 4.3 - Constant margins and consumers''suplus

P,, P

P't-
F,*
D--
't*t
p

--Qt = f (P'1), Retail level demand

Qt = f (Pt)' Farm level demand

at

2 - proportional margins P' = (1. + o) P,

M =sP
dcS'=_ Q, dP'

dCS'= - (1 + s) QdP

cr,>0

(4.11)

Because price variations are amplified, we guess that consumers'

welfare will be more affected than in the previouscase. Since consumers gain

from price fluctuations in a complete cycle, we expect they will gain more

in the proportional margins case.

Let q and p be again the absolute deviations form equilibrium

in a symmetrical cobweb. Let p' be the price deviation at retail, P' =

(1 + u) p. Call m = op the margin absolute deviation.

- Consumers loose from stabilized prices, in a whole cycle :

(4.I2) 
^CS'=-qpr=-q(1 

+o) p

a a

- Marketing firms gain grom price stabilization :
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Âtrts = 2 0M - (8 + q) (fr - m) - (Q - q) (M +m)

where M is the equi'librium margin M = gP ; after cancellation :

(4.13) AMS=2mq

AMS = 2oPg (area 2 c in fig. 4.4 b)

- Producers gain the same amount as.beforei.e. 3pq

Figure 4.4 - Proportionnal margins

M

a Q-q

P', P

F'+p'

P'

P' -p'
P*p

F-p
1'1

M+m

fr-m

a
a

a

Fig. 4.4 a

Q*q

Fig.4.4 b

The net social gain from stabilization in that case would be:

G=3pq-(1+a)Dq+2opq

(4.14) G=2pq+cpq

It turnsout that proportional margins associated with symmetrical

fluctuations benefit more to consumers than constant margins. Marketing firms
are even more hurt than the extra consumers'surp'lus gain. This seems to

e f g
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PP+M

indicate that proportionnal margins are not'necessarily associated with

market power since marketing firms do not benefit from them, in the case

of synmetrically reversible price fluctuations [Ruttan, 4.6].

3 - non reversibility of retail price f'luctuations

The casual observation of prices at various levels leads to

contrasting wide reversible farm prices to more stab'le retail food prices.

So that the two previous models do not stick very well to reality at least

in the short run.One interesting assumption to consider is the non rever-

sibility of retail food price increases when farm prices take a downward

djrection. Suppose the extreme case of constant margin when farm price

increases,and unchanged retai'l price relative to their previous'level,

when farm prices fal I .

Figure 4.5 - Non reversibility of retail prices

.P

/ retail demand

F'*p

p- p

p {
t farm demand

a

In the stationary cobweb again this means :

0

p pwhendP>0
0whendP<0

i.e. dM = 0

i.e. dl4 = p

Q:q
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The marketing firms will clearly benefit from such a situation
when price fluctuate. The consumers will only suffer surpluslosses but no

surplus ga'in will accrue to them. In the previous particular case, the

welfare effect of stabilization will be :

(4. 15) Acs'=Qp-|oo'o

(4.16) ÀMS = 2 8M - (Q + q) (M + p) - (Q - q) N

aMS=-Qp-pq<o

The marketing firms loose more from stabilization than consu-

mers gain. But one of the limits of the model appears;clearly here. It is
questionable to apply consumers'surplus ana'lysis to such a kinked demand

curve (the kink being in the opposite direction from the oligopoly kinked
demand curve). One wondens how consumers would buy more than Q at the same

price F, when farm orices fall as a result of excess supply. Less extreme
case are conceivable however, with intermediate kinds of distribution effects.

l.loreover, the relationship between marketing margins and marke-

ting cost is forgotten about in the above analysis. If margina'l cost in
marketing is increasing around Q, then the situatjon is comparable to the
producers'caseif margins are constant. it could be a partia'l justi.fication
of weakly reversible retai'l prices (margins would have to the higher when

quantitjes are larger and farm price lower, Appendix 4.3).

I ication to he -[s!!e!

One of the majorprob'lems tosolvewhen coping with an actual market,
is to define and estimate the dynamic equivalent (Ft,8t) of the stationary
equilibrium (p,8) of the simple case. 0ver time, technical progress, feed
prices shift the supply curve, and so is it for income and substitute prices

4-I!rs!-cpp32

( i ) movi ng equ i I i bri um path
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on the demand side. It seems intuitively appea'ling to assume the existence of
a moving equilibrium going through the actual cycles and displaced on'ly by

exogenous variables. Samuelson lq.l, p.320] has warned that there is a lot of

arbitrary in the concept of moving equilibrium ; it is a particular solu-

tionof interest of the difference equation. l4ore, "if the functions of time

involved are not the simple e'lementary ones, the above criterion does not

specify unambiguously a unique function". If income and technical progress

may be considered as smooth shifters, and may be expressed as s'imp1e func-

tions of time, it is not so for feed prices and pork substitutes. The notion

of moving equilibrium free from cyclical fluctuations has therefore 'impor-

tant shortcomings which should be kept in mind.

I have made an attempt at determining a smooth path as an ap-

proximation to a moving equilibrium conditioned by exogenous variables. It
is a rough extension of the simple stationary model (4.1) (4.2) to the

model with exogenous variables, whose role may be represented by making

intercepts depend on time.

actual path

- Stationary cobweb

(4.1) Qt = y0 * yt P

equil i brium path

418 
[] 

=[:]l 'ffir-1

(4.2) Qt o,g + cl, P,

(4.2') Q1 = o, + o,

- Cobweb with shifters

(4.1') Qt = yt * yt Pt_t -l

(4. 1e) til[:iPt

a ssuml ng

that it

Clearly (4.19) yields only an approximation since we are infacE
that P, = Ft-l in model (4.1') (4.2'), while (a.19) shows clearly

is not so. Samuelson lq.l, p. 323] advises to proceed by successive
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apDroximations of the path F(t) and feed then. in (4.1,), which could be

written as:

(4.20) o; (t - 1), for iteration ip

j
-tQi=ot+alP'(t)

1-Y +Y
1t

I did not have time to get a routine set up for this iteration
procedure. But the solution given by (4.19) was used as a first try. The

results were rather bad and I suspect that the reason comes more from the
estimated structure of the model than from the approximation made. In par-
ticular the net imports equation seems to be the cause of the diffjcu'lty,
in view of the changing position of France from net exporting to net impor-
ting (20 % of domestic production) over the whole period, and also because
of the unsufficjent specification of this equation.

In order to give an idea of the welfare effects in a real case,
I wanted an approximation of the equilibrium path for the hog market in
France over the sample periode 195s-1973. The suggestion of Moor. F.7, p.

3227 is to use the fitted trend as an approximation. The economic basis of
this approach is clearly weak, since time is only one of the possible exo-
genous variables. A natural extension of this method is to regress each of
the endogenous variables an all the truely exogenous variables of the model

excluding predetermined variables which create the cycles. Al1 cyclica'l and

seasonnal movements are eliminated and we get a path corresponding to the
slow effects of income, substitute prices, time, on the endogenous variables
of the model (production, demand, imports, farm price, retai'l price). The
time series of actual path and "estimated equilibrium path" are shown on

fig. (4.9) to (4.1,2).0f course this estimated particular reduced form has
an important shortcoming. Nothing constrains the method to yield equilibrium
values consistent with all the structura'l equations of the model, in parti-
cular no balance of supply and demand is imposed (1). Therefore I think that

(1) Such a constraint could certainly be fed in the estimation procedure, butthis is left for later work.
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numerical illustration can on'ly be made on the basis of a particulan period

where the cycle has a c'lean cut face.

(i i ) Expressions for the surp'lus variations

Assuming we have correctly determined equilibrium paths, we

have to define first the deviations fo the various agents'surplus relatively
to their equilibrium position, for each unit of time. The notations are as

fol lows :

St' Dt' It are quantit'ies suppl ied, consumed and im
Pt, P't, ['4t are respectively farm prices, retai'l pri
APSt, 

^CSt, ^MSt, 
ÂIS, are the deviation of supluses

values at time t for producers, consumer

ters (i.e. effects of fluctuations).

ported at time t.
ces and marketing magins.

from their ilibrium
s, marketing firms, expor-

A bar on a variable denotes the equilibrium value at t of this
variable. Lower case letters denote the a1gebraic deviations from equilibrium
val ues :

st = St - S* pt = Pt - Fr, ... The formulae are given for the linear case

on1y. They illustrated by fig. 4.6 which comesponds to an excess domestic

suppl;y. The same algebr:a'ic formulae apply :to shortage of supply (1).

(1) This is valid only when the import equation does not shift. If it does,
we may have for exampre excess aggregate supply, prices below equiri-
brium, but still a shortage of domestic production. Such a situation
would lead to find a net social welfare gain by using (4.24), below
i.e. (na - tr_S) (St - Et) > 0, while itls clearty a toss.
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Figune 4.6 - Surplus deviations in the comp'lete model

D(P' t)

r(Pt)
P

s( Pt-5)+r (P1)

D(Pt)
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( i ) producers

Given the specification of the supp'ly of pork (l) the lagged
price which induces the quantity supplied S, ir pt_5. Therefore the point
(Pt-s'St) is supposed to be'long to the rel,evant supply curve for comput'ing
producers'surpl us (2) .

(1) The purely recursive supply case is considered here. The destabilization
due to current price effect increases the producers'loss (cf. Appendix4.l).

(2) Partial adjustment is skipped over here (Appendix 4.2).
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The same line of reasonning is used as in the simple static
case. Producers loose the producers'surplus variation plus the net loss of

tion between supply and marginal cost).

= PtSt (Ft P +P Pt-s) sr

having to sell at P, what cost marginally to them Pt_S (by the assumed rela-

(Ft - Pt-s) st . 0, when pt . o(4.2L) APS, = prS, +

(4.22) ACS, = - Dtp' t * *.p'tdr 
> 0, when pt . 0

The sign is relevant to constant or proportinal margins

(4.23) MSt = Dr (p,t - pt) - Dt (F't - Fr)

+

_L

2

_l
2

_l
2

t t

st

(ii) consumers

(iii) marketing firms

Here again we assume that marginal cost is constant over the
quantity range and surplus variation is defined as profit variatjon :

Pt Prrr *i,t, - Pt-5) sr

AMS, = DrM, DtMt

The sign depends on the actual margin behavior.

(iv) exporters

It is tempting to apply the producers surplus formulae to the
upward sloping supply curve for exports (i.e. French imports). The interpre-
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tation of that surplus seems quite hazardous. The more so as this supply

curve depends on current prices which are more related to exportation cost

than to production cost. I shal'l stay away from that extrapolation.

Let us check however that if this assumption were made, along

with constant margin, the a'lgebraic sum over agents of suplus variations
would give a net social loss, by â similar expression of the symmetrical

cobweb one.

Constant margins imply p't = p1, then dropping the marketing

sector (neutral to surplus distribution) we get :

ÂWt=ÀISr+APSt+^CSt

using (4.21)

by the equality between quantities,

= Irpr - f- irpr + stpt * *,U, - Pt-s) s, - Drp, * 1 pdt

- it) . ! tR, - Pr-u) s,

(4.24)

Pt - Pt_s = (Pt - Pt) * (Pt - pt_s)

AWr = pt (It * Sr - Dr) + 1 n, (d, - s,

Pt-S) tt. 0, when tt t 0(Pt1

2
awt

which corresponds to pq of the stationary cobweb. This f,ormula might be

used then to give an indication of the welfare loss tô society of fluctua-
ting prices.

(ii ) Resul ts

Given the severe I imitations mentionned previously the numerical
results are meant only as an indication of the importance of price fluctua-
tions on both efficiency and distribution view points.
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Since we know that the shortcomings of the method limit us to

look for an approximation for the magnitudes of the analysed welfare ef-
fects we may proceed in two different ways. (1) use the formulae-giving

the balance of various effects for a complete symmetrical cyc1e, and re-

late the measure to the cash value of production and consumption. (2) use

the formulae of surplus deviations at every unit of time (4.21) to (4.24)

and evaluate the balance of the effects over some particu'lar period of tjme.

The second type of results may be related to the cash value of total pro-

duction to check the first approach.

(1) Welfare effect as a percentage of the value of productjon,

on the basis of the stationnary cobweb.

The balance of the effects for a complete cycle depend only on

the product of deviations p.q. In a comp'lete cycle producers would loose a

fraction 3 pq/Z pO of the equilibrium cash receipt. Looking at the price

time series, the magnitude of the relative price deviation p/p:s about

t0 %. The demand price elasticity is about 0,5, then we may estimate q/8

at 5 % (which is consistent with time series of quantitities). Then pq/Pa

amounts to 0,10 x 0,05 = 0,005, i.e. 0,5 %. Under these assumptions (in
part'icular, constant marketing margins) consumers xould gain from fluctua-
ting prices only 0,25 % of their consumtion expenditure on pork whose price

and quantitities fluctuate respectively by 10 % ans 5 % around equiljbrium.

Similarly producers eventually loos 0,75 % of the cash average value in a

whole cycle. The social welfare loss is also very sma'll i.e. 2 pq/Z FO tor
a cyc1 e, i . e. 0,5 %.

When a product is governed by a regu'lar symmetrical cyc'le of
small relative magnitude, the balance of the welfare effects'is not impor-

tant, i.e. it is of the order of the product of relative deviations on prices

and quantities.

0f course the welfare position of economic agents is more affec-
ted durjng the two parts of the cyc'le. The relative magnitude depends on
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prjce deviation as may be seen by (a.15) or (4.2L), i.e. Qp/pQ which is
p/F and about L0 % in the present case, alternative'ly positive and nega-

tive over agents and periods.

l^le should note that distribution effects are more 'important

to consider when the retail prices are not reversible, In such a situation
equations (4.15) and (4.16) show that a windfall gain of 10 % of the

consumer expenditure is transfered from consumers to marketing sector in

a cyc1e. The producers are not further affected. Such a sjtuatjon is very

unljkely however. The results of the margin behavior estimation of chap. 3,

show that the asymmetr;r is fare from being so extreme ; it js even question-

able if the asynmetry is apparent when whole pork retai'l price is considered.

Since this equation suggests strongly that margins are variable in the short

run but constant in the long run, the distribution effects of the marketing

sector are of limited importance between consumers and producers, over a

long period of time.

(2) Direct method, l'loney value of surplus deviations over time

derived from the moving equilibrium path.

The period chosen to comment the numerical results is the three

years 1962,1963, L964 (observations 29 to 40, 12 quarters).One way to cheek

the "clear cut face" of the cyc'le is to check the sign of (Pt - Pt-S) st; as

it js negative for al1 points except two, price changes may be explained by

domestic supply changes

0n the production side we may verify that ÀMS has reached the

maximum of + 244 millions (1) francs (MF) and the minimum of - L92 millions
for quarters spring L962 (table 4.1) and fall 1963 respectibely at that
time the average cash value of hogs was I 000 mi1lions for a quarter. Prjce

(1) 1970 basis, see table 4.1
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fluctuations had certainly a drastic influence (20 % at the maximum) on

the cash equilibrium of hog farms.Over the whole cyc'le the farmers seem

to have lost about 170 MF which represents about L,4 % of the cash rece'ipt

for the 1.2 quarters.

The consumers seem to have successive'ly gained about 200 MF

and'lost about 750 MF over this 3 years cyc1e. The balance is a loss of

about 550 MF which accounts for about 2 %, of consumer expenditure on pork

over the period. In the same time the marketing sector appears to have suc-

cessively gained about 930 MF and lost about 450 MF. The retail and proces-

sing industry seem to have been gaining what consumers lost in these parti-
cular circumstances.

The net welfare'loss to society evaluated by (4.23) comes to

100 MF over the cyc1e, which is about 0,8 % of the farm cash value of the

producti on .

The balance of the welfare effects of this particular cycle is
small, i.e. of the order of I % of the cash value of production. The dis-
tribution effects hurt consumers to the benefit of marketing firms. Do these

distribution effects'last in the long run ? Summing 
^MSt 

on the one hand

and ÂCSa on the other hand, over the whole 1955-1973 period, gives very

small numbers i.e. + 25 MF for consumers and + 30 MF for the retail sector.
The same operation for lPS, gives - 400 l|F, and for ÂW, (the net welfare

effects), - 250 MF.

Conclusion to chap. 4

The overall impression gathered about the welfare aspects of the

hog cycle in France is that it is a "1 % percent problem" respectively to

the aggregate product of the industry, in the long run.

Efficiency lpss due to fluctuations counts for less than 1 %
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During some particular cycles the balance of.the welfare effects may be

positive or negative by a few percentage points relatively to the average

income or spending position. In the'long run, however the distribution
effects seem to cancel out especially between consumers and retail sector.
This conclusion is consistent with both the margin behavior equation esti-
mated and the results of the "direct method".

There seems to remain a net loss to producers in the long run,

but its magnitude is rather negligible i.e. about 0,5 % of cash value of
production.

These aspects seem to advocate for considering prices cycles as

a minor prob'lem in the economy. However, in the short run the welfare posi-

tion of some agents is affected by a considerable amount. Under certain
circumstances, this may by more than 20 % from equilibrium, if we note have

that using quarterly data we have under estimated price fluctuations to a

considerable extent. The conflicts of interest between economic agents at
successive levels of the industry are exagerated by price fluctuations and

create violent tension in the social group. This is an extentjon of the di-
mension of the problem which may deserve some attention.

x

x)É
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Appendix 4.0

4.I Implication of the current price effect

The cause of the current price effect is the relationsh'ip
between breeding inventory and current sales. I made an argument that
by using the purely recursive model , the supp'ly e'lasticity is overesti-
mated. This means also that the point (Pt_S, St) does not belong to the

true supply curve S (Pt-5, Pt) which is more rigid that the one S(PI-S)

'implied by the point (Pr-U, St). If we take the current price effect into

account, then the appropriate point which belongs to the supply curve is
(P't_s, St) ou fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7 - Impl icat'ion of current nrice effect on welfare

P

P
\ê s(PtlPr-5

S(Pt_5 
| 
Pr) unbiased supply

S(Pt_S) biased supplyt
)

P

Ft

t-5

t-5 D(Pr)
P'

S St

The shadedarea should thereforebe added to the net social loss

asrt

since the "margina'l cost" P't-5 is smaller than the observed price Pt_S.
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The ratio between real 'loss (Pt - P't-S) tt = Wl.a and apparent'loss

(Pt - Pt_S) tt = Wt depends on price differentials only. Starting from

the true supply equation St = k * n'Pt * nlPt-s we can find the relation

of Pr_U - P't_5 to P, - Pt-S by their expression in S't - St moving along

AB , which fol I ows equation S( Pt-5 I Pt)

S,t St = 11 (Pt-s - P't-s)

moving along BC, which is by equation S (Ptl Pt-S)

S't - St = r0 (Pt-S - Pt)

Thi s yie'lds after simpl ication :

în
W't=l.lt(1 -f)tw, bYn0<0,n1 ,0

1

' 
As the ratio

be increased by 20 %.

n'/n1 is about minns one fith, then social loss would
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4.2 Imp'lication of partial adiustment and adaptive expectations

(with current price effect)

The estimated supp'ly curve contains an autoregressive term,

justified by either partial adjustment behavjor or adaptive expectations

The two models are not distinguishable empirically. However they seem to

have different welfare impf ications.

Figure 4.8 - Slow adiustment and welfareeffects

P

R

D(Pt)

B'Pl

DS't

R (PtlPt-s) ssR (Pt-slPr)

_-,st* (Pr-5IPt)
R

P t-5
Note : BD, and BtDt repre-

sent current price
effect

The autoregressive model imp1ies that producers move along SSR

instead of SLR. The result is a reduction of price variation trom RIR to

nlR, ana a smaller welfare loss from area A E'B'to AEB assuming that it is

adaptive exoectations which induce cautionsness and that the suoply curve

reflecting marg'ina1 cost i, SLR. If we assume partial adiustment however, it
js more correct to assimilate SSR to marginal costs, since partia'l adiustment

B

a

D

E'
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is based upon further costs incurred when moving to a new equilibrium posi-

tion for the firm. Then the actual loss is ABC and not ABE. Therefore

adaptive expectations reduce the actual welfare losses compared to naTve

expectations. Par.tial adjustment imply a'lso a reduction of welfare loss

from ABE' to ABC, compared to immediate adiustment. They both seem to

imply in general a reduction of losses w'ith respect to the case of full
adjustment to price in the current period. However, partiaÏ adiustment

means a larger welfare loss (ABC) than adaptive expectations (ABE), since

the SR cost curve AD is assumed steeper than the'long run curve AD'.
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4.3 Rising marginal cost in marketing

Figure 4.9'- Constant margins and welfare losses

supply of marketing services

Suppose that marginal cost is rising around equilibrium. Cons-

tant margin would imply a loss to the industry when quantities fluctuate

between I - q and Q + q i.e. for a whole cycle qu (fig.4.9').Therefore
there seems to be an argument here, for margins to vary in opposite di-
rection to farm prices, which is actua'lly the case. However wide margin

fluctuations do not seems to be close to mar:gina1 cost change, especially

if we note that relative variation of quantities q/8 is general'ly sma'|1.

P

M

aa

u
^fiIlu

q q
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Figure 4.13 - Producers surplus variation as a % of equilibrium receipt
'(Ft.Q.)
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CONCLUSION

The simplicity of theories advanced to ex,plain the hog cycle

namely cobweb and harmonic motion models, contrasts with the complexity

and the numerous specifications of actual models. I have tried to argue

that the two theories do not provide a basically different explanation

of the cycle and that the superiority of the cobweb rests upon its micro-

economic fundations. The cobweb has to be slightly modified however jn

the context of livestock cycles, since the decision process is continuous

over time and deals with a capital good, the breeding stock, that can be

either invested or consumed. This fact introduces an interdependency bet-

ween current and lagged supply, implying a simultaneous determination of
supply, demand and prices. Failing to take this fact into account, by

using the simple recursive cobweb, ffiây lead to biases in both supply and

demand.

The results confirm broadly the validity of the approach, al-
though practica'l estimation prob'lems have not been overcome in a hice way.

The results gotten suggest also that the bias on the supp'ly elasticity may

be far from neg'ligib1e. The great variability of specification of publi-

shed mode'ls prevent a c'lear cut exogenous illustration of the question

raized.

This observation has led to investigate another point relative
to the interpretation of models in term of supply elasticity. It was argued

that modei s using marketed supply and those using inventories do not yield
identical concepts of supply elasticity on an a priori basis. This fact
added to the assumed away simultaneity may lead to severe errors on the
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estimates of supp'ly elasticity. The lack of data on inventories made

impossible to illustrate this particular point and other studies are

different jn too many ways to show confirmation or contradiction.

The complete model of the hog market in France provides an

acceptable representation of the subsector, as far as fit and expected

behavior are concerned. The piglet market seems to p]ay a central role
in the cycle process and the cost of feed does not have a great impor-
tance yet in the industry on the face of the results. 0n the demand side,
prïce and income are still important factors, but su,bstitution effects
have been obviated only for veal meat. Farm-retail price transmission is
slow in the short run, but real margins turn out to be constant in the
long run. A slight ratchet effect of retail prices seems to exist, im-
plying some market power of retailers in the short run together with a

minor contribution to the inflation process. The trade aspects of the hog

manket has not been fully explained, neither completely represented, par-
ticularly in terms of international competition and EEC policy action ;

net imports however, are shown to react rapidly and strongly to French
price and income.

Although policy uses of the model are far from bejng fu11y
explored, it was shown that pubfic storage had a very small impact on

prices which raises the question of the real exogene'ity of public action.
Another group of policy measures, i.e. subsidies to improved structures
of production and marketing, were shown not to have the expected stabi-
lizing effect on the hog cyc1e.

Since price and quantit.v cyc'l ical f I uctuations are at the
heart of the subsector problems an attempt to analyse their welfare imp'l'i-
cations was made. The social cost of the hog cycle looks rather negligible
on the efficiency point of vjew. Distribution effects are much more impor-
tant. Quite large in the short run they may and they do indeed create
acute tension between economis atents involved. In the'long run however

they cancel almost exactly but the producers seem to loose from them, âl-
though to a nather negl ig'ib1e amount.
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A the end of this research effort, I get the impression to
have been dealing with rather minor problems on the theoretical aspects
of the hog cyc1e. I hope however to have made clearer the working of
the economic forces on the French hog industry. A lot remains to be done

to explore fu11y the policy use of the model

,É

)É )Ê
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